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CHAPTER ELEVEN

TAX EXPENDITURES
The ledeml income tlU:system ,consists rei/lff Of'tlvOparts: one

Pi/rt comprises the structur<1lprOl'isions necessary to im~lement the
income tn.Y:on individual and cOJporl/tenet income,:the lecond part
comprises a ,,:vstem oiL/x expenditures under which Go1'ernment[/j
financial <lssistance programs ,Ire carried out throughpecial tax
provisions rather than through direct Government exp Jnditures,
This second system is grarted on to the structure of the Jncome tax
propeI~'it Iws no basic relation to thelt structure and is not necessary
to its operation. Instead. the system ofbx expenditures~rovides [/
Vi/st subsidv apparatus that uses the mechanics of the incbme twr:ns

• I

the method of paying the subsidies. The sped,II provisions under
which this subsidy ,Jpparatus functions take a l'arie(~fof forms.
covering exclusions from income, exemptions, deductions, credits
:Igainst tn.I(,preferelJtl~ll rates Oft,LI(.i/nd deferrals oftn.y,:'

, " I

A. ~~:'~~~~~~O~~~be"ents used '" ;"eentives or reL,ods;n Ueuof
(Jutright payments by the government., As the opening duotation from
f'rofessor Stanley Surrey indicates, tax expenditures injclude credits;
c'xclusions and exemptions; deductions not justified in compuing net profit;
lower tax rates on specified types of income; ,lnd, increasingly, iming benefits
:-uch as accelerated deductions and deferrals in accounting fori income.

What we now regard as "tax expenditures" have perhaps al~ays been with
11S, Tax expenditures have grown enormously in recent decares, however,
Tlwi I' growth reflects not only the increas~d size and com plexi tx of the income
t:\X, but also the increased \•...illingness ofCongreO's to intllli'nce[lcconOmic all(.!
:'0(' ial choicps by individuals and husi neSCies,

I'l't'sent terminol"gv 1•.t:~IX exppl1rliture") ;Ind "ur aW<l.'eness of ihi'
ph('l1orlwnorl are hoth of relativE'ly l't'cent vintage, ~Ind I'rof('~sor SUl"rey is
1"1'.[("h' 1'1',,;pol1o-ihle fol' hoth Hc' o-l'("\'l.'d ;1;-;I.he til'o-I. .\;-;,.;i,,.;Utnt S(!crpt~II''y ,If
1"",I;un f"I'T;\\ /'"III'\'III](I('r I't'f?,.;id,'nt:- i\"llfl,,(l\' :ll1d .I"hrl:,on, ;\nd hi,..:'.\'ol'k

'I 111.11, I[,;,,'i(\" :".1 10 I ill' ('ll{llpiLllioll ,1/' ,1'1';1,\ j':\p"l)(iillll'f' fl,ud,L;('( fill' till'

:.'Ic, ,r! \"',11' 1'lIi,-; 11IIhl:'''il,d ill tl", TI'(';I~!II'\ :";""1"'1,,1'\-':- ;(11111Ld 1'"p"l'!.

,-.•1 \ \ t " II' : I I j , J I i)I' t.;! J f j ~~-l • t \ ( . r ,} r J \, t I I 1 ( 11 ! II, .t' 1 I ' /1 ; ! ,( I ':. t (I!,l 1['/ ' : ) 11 . III ~t ; I I

, , i II «' iiI ~. , j - I ,! 1 ,: : I (. I l r 1 .' ~ J' f ' - '. I ( 11\ . ; I i { , I ( ! I,' t 't (' ( I : I ' !) 1 . 1 ' 1,. l ." 1 {i 1, f 1f' I) I" t • _ ! { 1! r ~ t
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present annual estimates of the revenue costs of existing tax expenditures.
These annual cost estimates help one appreciate the magnitude of the varioustax expenditures.

Surrey's key contention was that direct expenditures and tax
expenditures were substantively interchangeable. At the same time, the
political approval process and the bUdgetary oversight of the two forms of
expenditure were (and remain) completely different. Not being outlays from
the Treasury, tax expenditures are not reflected in government expenditures
and are not subject to the annual congressional appropriation process. They
.are not items listed in the budget and affect the budget only through tax
receipts being lower than they otherwise would be.

Tax expenditures have obvious political appeal for members of Congress.
In the case of new tax expenditures, or of liberalizing existing tax
expenditures, some discipline has been introduced by a requirement Congress
has imposed on itself that bills reducing revenues must contain offsetting
revenue increases over a five- or ten-year span. As discussed in Chapter
Seventeen, this budget process is subject to manipulation. Moreover, the
process does not affect existing, ongoing tax expenditures. "Sunset" rules,
which would terminate existing tax expenditures unless they were explicitly
continued, have been proposed but not adopted.

Perhaps the clearest examples of tax expenditures are the incentive tax
credits, which are usually calculated as a specified percentage of the taxpayer's
expenditure on the rewarded behavior. The investment tax credit ("ITC") was
the major tax credit between its initial enactment in 1962 and its sharp
curtailment in 1986. Before 1986, the ITC allowed taxpayers making
investments in tangible personal property (and some real property) for
business use to offset their income tax liability by ten percentb of the cost of
their qualifying investments. Investment tax credits were presented as
explicit incentives to invest. As initially proposed by President Kennedy, the
credit would have been available only for incremental investments over the
taxpayer's normal replacements of business assets, but the incremental
investment approach had been abandoned by the time the credit was enacted.

The ITC was the precursor of a flood of other tax credits. These included
a credit for increasing outlays for research and development, a credit for
providing low-income housing, a credit for wages paid to workers considered
to be disadvantaged in various specified respects, education credits, a child
care credit, an earned income tax credit ("EITC") for low-income taxpayers, a
child tax credit, and a credit for elderly and disabled taxpayers. Unlike tax
credits designed to be incentives, the last two tax credits-and arguably the
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HrC as well-are designed merely to provide relief from ,1.
Traditionally, the EITC has been unique in providing actual cash

;-:upplements, as opposed to a reduction in taxes owed. WitH the exception of
the EITC, therefore, credits have benefitted only persons whd otherwise would
owe income tax, and thus have provided no incentive to iJdividuals whose
incomes are so low that they have no tax liability or to corpprations that are
operating at a loss. One response to this perceived problem has been to
suggest making the credits "refundable" -i.e., an amount eqJivalent to the tax
credit would be given to persons who qualify for the credit w~ether or not theyI

have tax liability against which to apply it. Thus, a "refund" would be made
of a tax that had not been paid. While the EITe remains,1 by far, the most
important refundable tax credit, there has been some recent expansion of theI

concept. For example, the credit of section 35 for certain health insurance
costs is refundable, and section 24(d) makes the child tax credit partly
refundable. (For these purposes, the wage withholding ~ax credit is not
regarded as refundable, because the refund is out of tax prJviously withheld
from the taxpayer's compensation.) I

Tax exemptions and deductions from adjusted gross income also can be
tax expenditures. As with nonrefundable credits, exemptio~s and deductions
are useful only if the eligible person otherwise would owe tat Tax deductions
and exemptions of specified types of income can also be ofberlefit by increasing
net operating losses that are carried over to offset taxabl~ income in other

years. I
Unlike tax credits, exemptions and deductions varYI in value among

taxpayers-the higher the tax bracket, the greater the tax lexpenditure. For
example, a $1,000 percentage depletion deduction is worth $350 to a
corporation facing a 35 percent marginal tax rate, but only $150 to a
corporation facing a 15 percent marginal tax rate. If the taxpayer has
exhausted the tax basis of the mineral property giving riselto the percentage
depletion deduction, the tax expenditure, whether $350 or $il50, is an outright
henefit-not merely a postponement of tax-because there ik no compensating
downward basis adjustment. I

It is more difficult to calculate the benefit from tax expenditures that arise
from accelerating deductions to which a taxpayer eventuallt would be entitled
under "normal" rules. The value of speeding up such a dedrction depends on
two factors: how long it would have been before the taxpayer would have
received the deduction in the absence of the tax expenditurelprovision, and the
ti me value of the tax deferred by speeding up the deduction. The time value
to the taxpayer may be different from the cost to the Govermhent of postponing
its receipt of tax, raising the question of what interest ratJ should be used to
calculate the amount of the tax expenditure. I

.. I~""y'
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NoUJs and Questions
(/n)ef!iciency of tax expenditures

1. A significant question in using and structuring tax expenditures is
whether they are efficient---<ioes the Government get a sufficient bang for it$
buck? In many instances, such efficiency is difficult or impossible to measure:
because oFthe nature of the benefit sought. (For example, measuring the
benefit conferred on society, and on the individual workers, by an employel'
hiring disadvantaged workers would necessarily entail some level ot
subjectivity.) Nonetheless, Professor Calvin Johnson argues forcefully that, at
least at present, tax incentives are extremely inefficient.

In large part, Professor Johnson bases his argument on the yields oftax~
exempt bonds, because there, we can measure rather accurately the efficiency
of the subsidy. Section 103 excludes from federal tax the interest on many
state and local bonds. If a taxable bond yields 10 percent and an equivalent
(considering such things as risk and liquidity) state bond yields 8 percent, this
suggests that the investor is paying an "implicit tax" of 20 percent-the
investor is voluntarily forfeiting 20 percent of yield in order to avoid taxation;
This is a measure of efficiency because "[t]he implicit tax represents the only
public return from the exemption system, in the form of cheaper costs for
states and localities. The rest of the cost of the exemption is lost in terms of
the purpose of the exemption, a cost without any delivered benefit.""
Purchasing the state bond under the interest rates described would make
sense only for a taxpayer whose marginal tax rate exceeded 20 percent. The
governmental benefit (aiding the state) aild the cost (foregone revenue) can
both be measured accurately. If a taxpayer in the 35 percent bracket
purchased a tax-exempt $1,000 bond under the interest rates assumeqabove,
the federal Government would lose $35 in foregone revenue ($100 tjxable
interest x 35 percent) while the state would benefit to the extent 0!-l20 in
saved interest. (Note that the exclusion would be ideally efficient if the market
drove the rate of the tax-exempt bond to 6.5 percent-this would mean that
taxpayers in the top bracket (35 percent) would be indifferent between the
taxable and tax-exempt investment, and that all foregone federal revenue

Although the basic idea of tax expenditures seems reasonable, putting the . "_1
concept into use has proved difficult and controversial. Furthermore, even the . };
basic concept has been challenged. As respects exemptions and deductions, the . '.cr-

. t•.~~;debate over tax expenditures merges into the debate over broadening the taX
base. >
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Wf)uldh,l\'e been di\"E'rtl'd to the intenclL.cihenelici:1!'v. tlh' "tate. in the form of
" I

lower interest expense. J I

Professor .Johnson report:'; that the implicit t,LXon tllx-exempt bonds "has
heen dropping in recent years, and is modest under cud'ent conditions, lower
at times than the lowest statutory t;:LXbracket of U)'r {d Professor .Johnson
argues that the significance of this finding goes \\"ellbeY9nd tax-exempt bonds.
The low implicit rate on [<Lx-exempt bonds indicates that investors lind it easy
to avoid taxes, and therefore are not \villing to forego m~ch income in order to
achieve tax exemption. For this reason, Professor John1on concludes that the
use of tax incehtives should be sharply curtailed and out generally porous tax
system repaired:

.Moregenerally, the modesty of the implicit tax::means that there
is a need for general repairs of the federal tax base.1The demand for
ta.x.avoidance that would settle the implicit tax at the top statutory
rate is swamped, not just by S 103 bonds, but by other investments
that Congress has attempted to subsidize by givink or preservi.ng a
tax advantage. Congress, for instance, gives or !expands the tax
benefits of qualified pension funds or houses, and t~ousands of other
things, by giving tax deductions that do not reflectleconomic cost or
by giving exclusions for economic benefits. I

I

With implicit tax so low, however, the use of the tax system for
I

incentive or subsidy is no longer responsible. The Ipss to the system
in cost is far higher than the benefit delivered. 'c'~'"

The low implicit taxes indicate that the existin~ rates are fictive,
or at least voluntary, for well-advised taxpayers. If they faced more
than a paper tiger from the tax system, generallyf they would pay
higher implicit tax. Reducing the rates and repaJing the tax base
would reduce the harm inflicted by the tax system!..

I

2. Much earlier, reports Dr. Gerard Brannonl, the granddaddy of
incentive tax provisions. the investment tax credit, hatl heen condemned as

I

incfticient: "That credit lITe 1 operates like a uniform re~luction in the price of
pquipment hut in truth the price of equipment hasn't b~en reciuced. Leading

I

investors to think that equipment is cheaper than it is will distort investment.
When capital seems very cheap one tends to wast:e it.'"
:l. Do the preceding notes lead you to think tbat the hest form for

incentive tax expenditures to Llke is that they not ile l'OIplo\"ed at all?

d ,',I .It ! ~
II ii'" '':;:'.)

( : \.. r": l i \ 1 i l' 11 '~, 'I '
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Consider this question throughout the chapter, keeping in mind that no
government program-whether tax expenditure or direct expenditure-works
with perfect efficiency.

4. Political attraction of tax expenditures. When one considers the
political dynamics involved, there is every reason to believe that Congress will
continue to make extensive use of tax expenditures. Assume that, for
whatever combination of political and policy reasons, members of Congress
support the goal of delivering a given benefit to a given segment of society.
Assume further that the benefit can be delivered, equally well, either in the
form of a direct expenditure or a tax expenditure. Consider the political
considerations in the choice. Voting for a direct expenditure requires a vote for
more, spending, a vote for bigger government. By delivering the equivalent
benefit in the form of a tax expenditure, members of Congress can tell voters
that they have voted to cut taxes, and have refrained from voting in favor of
additional spending.

B. TAXEXPENDITURES
DESCRIBED AND DEFENDED
As noted above, since 1974 Congress has required the annual compilation

and quantification of tax expenditures. The first excerpt below is the Office of
Management and Budget's Fiscal Year 2011 explanation of the tax
expenditures concept in operation. In terms of tax policy, this document is of
considerable interest in several ways. First, a perusal of the pages of tax
expenditures gives a sense of the breadth and magnitude of tax expenditures,
each of which could be evaluated in terms of its policy justification. But more
broadly, the accompanying document makes clear the complexity and
uncertainty of the entire concept of tax expenditures and the tax expenditure
budget. The concept of tax expenditures requires a "baseline" from which the
"special" provision departs, but the baseline is not always clear.

A related issue is whether it matters, in the real world, whether a given
tax provision is classified as a part of the "normal" tax structure or as a "tax
expenditure." In one sense, the classification is only an academic
exercise-dollars saved from a lower tax burden spendjust as well whether the
lower tax burden results from a tax expenditure or not. On the other hand,
classification as a tax expenditure raises the political exposure of a tax
provision. If the provision is viewed as part of the "normal" system, it is less
subject to attack than ifit is viewed as an "expenditure," which should have to
compete for limited federal dollars in a political environment in which it is ': "
never possible to spend as many dollars as Congress might wish.

The second excerpt is from an appendix of the final tax expenditure
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budget prepared by the George W. Bush Administration. iA similar appendix
was utilized through most of the Bush years, but was pro,mptly discarded by
the Obama Administration. The traditional tax expertditure budget was
calculated similarly by the Bush and Obama teams, but ~he Bush appendix
attempted additional calculations. First, the Bush appendix calculated tax
expenditures assuming either of two alternative "baselines"-a
"comprehensive" (or Haig-Simons) income tax baseline, an~ a consumption tax
baseline. Additionally, the Bush appendix examined an aspect of an issue
ignored in traditional tax expenditure analysis-a focqs on "negative tax
expenditures," those instances in which deviations from!the norm increase,
rather than del:rease, the burden on taxpayers. I

In the third excerpt, Professor Edward Zelinsky!, who has written
extensively about tax expenditures; takes on the pr~sumption that taxI

expenditures are in some sense illegitimate. Professor! Surrey (and many
others following his lead), while acknowledging that tax provisions couJdbe as
carefully crafted as direct expenditure measures, clearly thought that theI

direct expenditure process was generally to be preferred. iObvious arguments
support a preference for the use of direct expenditure~. After all, direct
expenditures are enacted through a legislative process centering on
substantive congressional committees rather than the les~-expert House Ways
and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee, ahd are administeredI

by agencies with subject matter expertise rather than Hie Internal Revenue
Service. Professor Zelinsky argues that appearances cdn be deceiving, and
that the tax expenditure process may offer significant advantages.

i

ANALYTICAL PERSPECTlVE:S
BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FISCAL YEAR 2011
Office of Management and Budget •

Pages 207.13,220-24240-41 (2010)

Tax Expenditures
The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (Public Law 93.344) requires that

a list of "tax expenditures" be included in the budget. ~ax expenditures are
defined in the law as "revenue losses attributable to prowsions of the Federal
tax laws which allow a special exclusion, exemption, or deduction from gross,

income or which provide a special credit, a preferential rate of tax, or a deferral
of liability." These exceptions may be viewed as altern~tives to other policy
instruments, such as spending or regulatory programs. :

Identification and measurement of tax expenditures pepends importantly
on the baseline tax system against which the actual tax system is compared.
The tax expenditure estimates presented in this chapter are patterned on a

. 1._



g. For clarity of presentation. Table 16-1 as excerpted below provides data for the years 201 P
15. (Ed.)

Table 16-3 ranks the major tax expenditures by the size of their 2011-2015
revenue effect. * * *

In the 2005 Analytical Perspectives, the treatment of capital gains was
changed to exclude the portion of capital gains derived from corporate equity
from the estimate of the tax expenditure for preferential tax rates on capitali
gains. In addition, the preferential rates on qualified dividend income that

Two baseline concepts-the normal tax baseline and the reference tax law
baseline-are used to identify and estimate tax expenditures. For the most
part, the two concepts coincide. However, items treated as tax expenditures
under the normal tax baseline, but not the reference tax law baseline, are
indicated by the designation "normal tax method" in the tables. The revenue
effects for these items are zero using the reference tax rules. The alternative
baseline concepts are discussed in detail [belowJ.

>I< >I< >I<
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comprehensive income tax, which defines income as the sum of consumption
and the change in net wealth in a given period of time.

An important assumption underlying each tax expenditure estimate
reported below is that other parts of the Tax Code remain unchanged. The
estimates would be ,different if tax expenditures were changed simultaneously
because of potential interactions among provisions. For that reason, this
chapter does not present a grand total for the estimated tax expenditures.

Tax expenditures relating to the individual and corporate income taxes
are estimated for fiscal years 2009-2015 using two methods of accounting:
current revenue effects and present value effects. The present value approach
provides estimates of the revenue effects for tax expenditures that generally
involve deferrals of tax payments into the future.

*"*Tax Expenditures in the Income Tax
Tax Expenditure Estimates

All tax expenditure estimates presented here are based upon current tax
law enacted as of December 31,2009. Expired or repealed provisions are not
listed if their revenue effects result only from taxpayer activity occurring
before fiscal year 2009. * * *

The total revenue effects for tax expenditures for fiscal years 2009-2015
are displayed according to the Budget's functional categories in Table 16-1.'
***
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Table 16-1. ESTIMATES OF TOTAL INCOME TAX E*,PENDITURES
(In millions of dollars)

Total from corporations and Individuals

2011 2012 2013 ~014 2015 2011-15

National Defen •• :
Exclusion of benefits and allowances to armed
forces personnel ......... ................................ ..... 11,530 11,570 11.920 12,370 12,860 60.250

International Affairs:
exclusion of income earned abroad by U.S. 5,870 6,160 6,470 6.790 7,130 32,420
cltlzens .............................................................

Exclusion of certain allowances for Federal
employees abroad ........................................ .... 1,020 1,070 1.120 1,180 1.240 5.630

Inventory property sales source rules exception .. 2.830 3,070 3,320 3,590 3,890 16.700

Deferral of income from controlled foreign
corporations (normal tax method) ...................... 32.720 33.870 34,490 ,33,930 34,130 169,140

Deferred taxes for financial firms on certain
,

income eamed overseas ................................... 5.770 5,980 6,090 ' 5,990 6.020 29,850

General Science, SplICe and Technology: i

Expensi~ of research and experimentation
I

expendl res (normal tax method) ............ ..." ... 4,560 5.720 6,690 , 6.930 7,710 31,610

Credit for Increasing research activities .... 3,850 3.080 2,460
,
1,964 1.568 12,922

..........

Energy:
Expensing of exploration and development
costs, fuels ......................................................... 1,180 920 900 680 340 4,020

Excess of percentage over cost depletion, fuels .. 670 940 1,130 1,160 1,190 5,090

Alternative fuel production credit .......................... 20 10 0 0 0 30

Exce,etiOn from passive loss limitation for
wo Ing interests In oil and gas properties ........ 20 20 20 20 20 100

Capital gains treatment of royalties on coal ......... 60 60 70 , 80 100 370

Exclusion of Interest on energy facility bonds ...... 30 30 30 30 30 150

New technology credit .......................................... 1,160 1,430 1,530 1,530 1.500 7,150

Energy Investment credit .............................. ,...... 600 680 420 370 450 2,520

Alcohol fuel credit ....................................... ........ 8.870 10,940 6,690 , 3,610 2,030 32.140

Bla-Diesel and small agri-blodiesel producer tax
credits ................................................................. 10 0 0 0 0 10

Tax credit and deduction for clean-fuel burning. I

vehicles ................................................................ 260 130 170 230 390 1,180

exclusion of utility conservation subsidies .......... 130 120 120 120 120 610

Credit for holding clean renewable energy
bonds .................................................................... 100 120 140 140 140 640

Deferral of gain from dlS~SitionS of transmission
,

property to Implement ERC restructuring policy -400 -460 -490 -500 -470 -2320

Credit for investment In clean coal facilities ........ 480 550 440 360 250 2,080

Tempora~ 50% expensing for equipment used 630 .
in the re ning of liquid fuels ............................... 930 760 -300 -790 1,230

Natural gas distribution pipelines treated as 15-
year property ....................................................... 120 110 90 80 80 480

:x~~~:~~ ~~~I~~~d.~~~~~.~~I ........ ..... 240 240 190 ' 140 90 900

Allowance of deduction for certain energy
,

efficient commercial building property ............ ... .. 90 90 130 80 10 400

Credit for construction of new energy efficient
homes ................................................................. 20 20 0 I 0 0 40

Credit for energy efficient improvements to
,

existing homes .................................................... 1,460 0 0 0 0 1,460

Credit for energy efficient appliances ...... ,. .... .... 50 0 0 0 0 50

Credit for residential purchases/Installations of
solar and fuel cells ........................................ .... 180 180 190 , 190 190 930

Qualified energy conservation bonds .." ........... 40 80 110 •. 120 120 470

Natural Resoure •• and Environment:
Expensing of exploration and development
costs, nonfuel minerals ................................. 90 100 100 100 100 490

Excess of percentage over cost depletion,
nonfuel minerals ........................................ 740 750 770 810 830 3.900

Exclusion of interest on bonds for water, sewage,
and hazardous waste facilities .......... " .............. 420 520 550 580 610 2,680

,.
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Total from corporations and Individuals

104,540 116,620 127,840 139.000 149,560

80
310

Capital gains treatment of certain timber
Income .

Expensing of mulliperiod timber growing costs.

Tax Incentives for preservation of historic
structures . . .....

Exclusion of gain or loss on sale or exchange of
certain brownfield sites' ..

Industrial C02 capture and sequestration tax .'
credit .

Deduction for endangered species recovery
expenditures .
Agriculture:

Expensing of certain capital outlays .

Expensing of certain mulliperlOd production
costs .

Trealment of loans forgiven for solvent farmers .

Capital gains treatment of certain income.. .....

Income averaging for farmers .

Deferral of gain on sale offarm refiners .
Commerce and Housing:

Financial institutions and insurance:

Exemption of credit union income .

Exclusion of interest on life Insurance savings ..

Special alternative tax on small property and
casualty insurance companies .

Tax exemption of certain Insurance
companies owned by tax-exempt
organizations .

Small life Insurance company deduction .

Exclusion of interest spread of financial
Institutions .

Housing:

Exclusion of interest on owner-occupled
mortgage subsidy bonds .

Exclusion of interest on rental housing bonds .

Deductibility of mortgage interest on owner-
occupied homes .

Deductibility of State and local property tax
on owner-occupied homes .

Deferral of income from installment sales

Capital gains exclusion on home sales .

Exclusion of net imputed rental income .

Exception from passive loss rules for $25,000
of rental loss .

Credit for lOW-income housing Investments .

Accelerated depreciation on rental housing
(normal tax methOd) .

Discharge of mortgage indebtedness

Credit for homebuyer .
Commerce:

Cancellatlon of indebtedness .

Exceptions from imputed Interest rules .

Treatment of auallfled dividends .

2011

60

290

470

60

o

30

70

110

20
590

90
20

710

23,070

40

200

50

960

1,190

1.010

23,710

810

31,300

37,630

7,330

6.170

5.870

200

1.530

.10
50

26,869

2012

60
290

490

40

o

30

80

110

20

550

90
20

790

24,700

50

210

50

1,070

1,470

1,240

29,730

880

39,510

40,810

8,510

6,660

7,100

180

-1980

-50
50
o

2013

70
320

520

30

o

30

90

120

20
680

90
20

880

26,420

50

210

50

1,160

1,540

1,300

31,340

1,020

43,640

41,020

9,670

7,540

8,380

120

-1210

-30
50

o

2014

540

10

60

50

90

120

20
830

90
20

960

28,220

50

220

50

1,250

1,610

1,370

32,700

1.150

48,200

48,330

11.120

7,910

9,360

o
-800

o
50

o

2015

100

310

570

o

130

50

90

120

20

970

100

20

1,030

29,860

60

220

50

1,330

1,710

1,450

33,690

1,260

53,230

56,100

13,010

8,030

9,970

o
-490

40
50
o

2011-15

370

1.520

2.590

140

190

190

420

580

100

3,620

460

100

4,370

132,270

250

1,060

250

6,170

7,520

6,370

637,560

151,170

5,120

215,880

223,890

49,640
36,310

40,680

500
-2,950

.50
250

26,869
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Totallrom corporations and Individuals

757

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011-15

1,170 14,120 30,710 44,310 56,400

-12,860 -13,960 -15,530 -16,360 -17,540

Capital gains (except agnculture. timber.
Iron ore. and coal) .. . .

Capit;!1 gains exclusIOn of small corporation
stock. . .

Step-up basis of capital gains at death .

Carryover basis of capital gains on gifts. ......

Ordinary income treatment 01 loss from small
business corporation stock sale .. .

Accelerated depreciation of buildings other
than rental housing (normal tax method) ...

Accelerated depreciation of machinery and
equipment (normal tax method) .

Expensing of certain small investments
(normal tax method) .

Graduated corporation Income tax rate
(n()(ll1al tax method) .

Exclusion of Interest on small Issue bonds .

Deduction lor US production activities .

Special rules lor certain film and TV production.

Transportation:
Deferral of tax on shipping companies .

Exclusion of reimbursed employee parking
expenses .

Exclusion for employer-provided transit passes .

Tax credit for certain expenditures for
maintaining railroad tracks .

Exclusion of Interest on bonds for Financing of
Highway Projects and rail-truck transfer facilities

Community and regional development:

Investment credit lor rehabilitation of structures
(other than histone) .

Exclusion of interest for airport, dock
and similar bonds .

Exemption of certain mutuals' and
cooperatives' income .

Empowerment zones and renewal communities ..

New markets tax credit : .

Expensing 01environmental remediation costs .

Credit to holders 01Gulf Tax Credit Bonds .

Recovery Zone Bonds .

Tribal Economic Development Bonds .

Education, Training, Employment, and Social
Services:

Education:
Exclusion of scholarship and fellowship
income (normal tax method) .

HOPE tax credit . . .

Lifetime Learning tax credit . .

American Opportunity Tax Credit

Education Individual Retirement Accounts .

Deductibility 01 student-loan Interest .

Slate prepaid tuition plans . .

Exclusion of interest on student loan bonds .

44,290

170
44,520
4,790

60

-3,200

3,120
320

13,640
~O

20

3,100
530

70

100

30

850

110
430
800
-140
80
30
390

2,250
840

3,360
11,380

70

1,130
1,580
550

41,090

290
53,270
2,050

60

-2,820

3,070
400

14,420
-110

20

3,190
560

30

90

30

1,040

110
580
810
-140
70
40
470

2,340
4,250
4,780

o
80
590

1.750
670

51,120

300
57.260
2.740

60

-710 :

3,150
420

15,290
-90

20

3,320
600

10

60

30

1,090

120
680
780
-140
50
40
490

2,440
4,480
5,010

o
80
610
1,860
710

62,230

470
61,560
2,940

60

210

3,420
430

16,210
~O

20

3,460
640

10

60

30

1,140

120
740
740
-130
50
40
520

2,540
4,680
5,250

o
90

640
1,950
740

72,180

690
66,180
3,160

60

760

3,600
460

17,120
-50

20

3,590
670

o

60

30

1,210

120
730
660
-120
50
40
550

2,650
4,900
5,510

o
100
660

2,050
780

270,910

1,920
282,790
15,680

300

-76,250

146,710

-5,760

16,360
2,030
76,680
-370

100

16,660
3,000

120

370

150

5,330

580
3,160
3,790
~70
300
190

2,420

12,220
19,130
23,910
11,380
420

3,630
9,190
3,450



100

30
100

4,000

13,960

1.310

14,170

1.820

20
7.440

10
2,750

820

28,910

50

9,300

140

2011-15

6,180

60,340

60
14,160

257,140

1,940

3,730

2,020

11,760

61,150

21,100

29,010
1,910
3,160

1,340
30820

20

o
o

3,170

230

2.550

6,610

2015

o
20

1,060

60
o

1,630

o
610

90

10

1,370

9,990

1,650

30

490

58,850

370

840

4,790

6,640

450

690

250

6,370

2,590
14,910

20

o
o

3,000

250

2.750

6,190

2014

o
20

1,060

130

o
1.550

o
580

90

10

1,730

30

440

1.300

10,320

55,140

390

790

4,540

6,230

410

530

2,470

13,260

250

6,270

20

o
o

o
20

940

2.850

280

2.950

5,800

2013

260

o
1,480

o
550

90

10

1,830

30

400

1,230

10,610

51,570

390

740

4,310

5,810

380
590

2,350

11,970

260

6,170

20

o
o

o
20
630

2,720

290

3.140
J.

5,370

2012

Total from corporations and Individuals

10

540

10
1,410

o
520

90

1,890

30

360

1,170

10,870

47,730

390

700

4,110

5,380

350
660

2,240

10,980

280

6070

20
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30
20

310

2.220

260

2,780

4.940

2011

830

10
1,370

10
490
460

10

2,200

20

330

1,110

18,550

43,850

400

660

3,350

4,950

320

690

60
14,160

2,130

10,030

300
5,940

176,964 191,540 208,650 228,040 248,600 1,053,794

5,740 6,150 6,580 7,120 7,780 33,370

758

Exclusion of interest on bonds for private
nonprofit educational facilities .

Credit for holders of zone academy bonds .

Exclusion of interest on savings bonds
redeemed to finance educational
expenses ....

Parental personal exemptlon for students age
19 or over .

Deductibility of charitable contributions
(education) .

Exclusion of employer provided educational
assistance .

Discharge of student loan indebtedness .

Qualified school construction bonds .

Tralnl'1ll, employment, and social services:

Work opportunity tax credit .

Welfare-tO-WOrk tax credit .

Employer-provided child care exclusion .

Employer-provided child care credit .

Assistance for adopted foster children "'"''''''''''
Adoption credit and exclusion .
Exclusion of employee meals and lodging
(other than military) .

Child credit .
Credit for child and dependent care
expenses .

Credit for disabled access expenditures .

Deductibility of charitable contributions, other
than education and health .

Exclusion of certain foster care payments .

Exclusion of parsonage allowances .
Exclusion for benefits provided to volunteer
EMS and firefighters .

Making work pay tax credit .
Health:

Exclusion of employer contributions for medical
insurance premiums and medical care .

Self-emploYed medical insurance premiums .
Medical Savings Accounts I Health Savings
Accounts ""'"'''' .

Deductibility of medical expenses """"'''''''''''",,,
Exclusion of Interest on hospital construction
bonds .

DeduclJbility of charitable contributions (health) .

Tax credit for orphan drug research .

Special Blue Cross/Blue Shield deduction .
Tax credit for health insurance purchaSed by
certain displaced and retired Individuals .
Distributions from retirement plans for premiums
for health and long-tenn care insurance .
Income HCUrlty:

Exclusion of railroad retirement system benefits ..

Exclusion of workmen's compensation benefits .
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..•..•..

Total from corporatio~s and Individuals

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011-15

Exclusion of public assistance benefits
(normal lax method) . 670 710 740 760 790 3.670

Exclusion of special benefits for disabled coal
miners 40 40 40 40 40 200

Exclusion of military disability pensions ... 110 110 110 110 120 560

Net exclusion of pension contnbutions and
earnings:

Employer plans .. ... 44.630 47,870 49.050 51950 53.980 247,480

401(k) plans. 67.061 70.168 72.716 74.712 76.183 360.840

Individual Retirement Accounts . 14.080 15.770 16,190 16,400 16.500 78.940

Low and moderate Income savers credit 1.170 1,130 1060 1,000 960 5.320

Keogh plans ... ' ....... , '"' ...... 15.120 17,190 19,740 21.100 22.610 95,760

Exclusion of other employee beneftts:

Premiums on group term life insurance ....... , 2.160 2.280 2,320 ; 2.350 2,390 11,500

Premiums on accldel'lt and disability
insurance ............ ....... .................................. 340 350 360 360 360 1,770

Income of trusts to finance supplementary
unemployment benefits ................ ......... ...... 50 50 50 50 60 260

Special ESOP rules ......... ........ ' ...... ........... .... 1,800 1.900 2,000 12.100 2.200 10,000

Additional deduction for the blind .... 40 50 50 50 50 240

Additional deduction for the elderly ... ....... .......... 2.600 3.100 3,300 3,550 3.690 16,240

Tax credit for the elderly and disabled ....... 10 10 10 10 10 50

Deductibility of casualty losses.,. ' 640 680 720 750 780 3,570

Earned income tax credit" ......... ...... ............... 6.200 8,380 8,540 8,790 9,090 41,000

Social Security:

Exclusion of social security benefits:

Social Security beneftts for retired workers ....... , 20,240 21.380 22.560 24,160 26.810 115,150

Social Security benefits for disabled workers "., 7.160 7.450 7,750 8,080 8,580 39,020

Social Security benefits for spouses.
dependents and survivors .............. ......... , ....... 3.140 3.150 3,170 13,200 3,330 15,990

Veterans benefits and services:

Exclusion of veterans death beneftts and I

disability compensation ................. ... ...... . ....... 4.370 4,630 4.910 5.200 5.510 24,620

Exclusion of veterans pensions .......... ....... ......... 220 250 260
,

270 270 1.270

Exclusion of GI bill benefits .............. ........ 770 1,010 1,270 1,570 1,910 6.530

Exclusion of interest on veterans housing bonds. 30 40 50 60 60 240

General purpose fiscal assistance:

Exclusion of interest on public purpose State !

and local bonds .. ......... .......... ..................... 28.660 35.130 36.900 38.780 40.910 180.380

Build America Bonds ...•..•....•. , •..•.•....... -2.120 -2.110 .2.030 1-1,960 -1,880 -10.100

Deductibility of nonbusiness Slate and local
taxes other than on owner-occupled homes ...... 46.500 58,100 61,890 ~5,320 68.250 300.060

Interest:

Deferral of interest on savings bonds ........... 1,220 1.300 1.320 1.330 1,340 6,510

Addendu~Ald to State and local
governments:

Deductibility of:

Prooertv taxes on owner-occuoied homes ........ 23,710 29,730 31,340 32.700 33,690 151.170

9, The figures in the table indicate the cfleet of the earned income tax aedit on n:ceipts. The
dfn:t "I' the credit lin ()utlays (in millions uf dollars) is as tollllWS: • • * lOll $51,450: 1012
'4 ',9XO: 1013 $43,XtlO; 1014 $44, !.In; and 2015 $44.JRO,
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Tolal from corporations and Individuals

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011-15
Nonbusiness Slate and local taxes olher Ihan
on owner-occupIed homes ,16,500 58100 61,890 65320 68,250 300,060Exclusion of Inlerest on Slate and local bonds

for:

Public purposes . 28060 35,130 36900 38.780 40.910 180,380Energy facilities. 30 30 30 30 30 150Water, sewage, and hazardous waste
disposal facilities 420 520 550 580 610 2,680Small issues ..... 320 400 420 430 460 2,030Owner-occupied mortgage subsidies .. '. 1,190 1,470 1540 1.610 1,710 7,520Rental housing , ........ ....... 1.010 1,240 1300 1,370 1,450 6.370Airports, docks. and similar facilities. 850 1.040 1.090 1,140 1,210 5,330S ludentloans . . . .. ..... . ,.. 550 670 710 740 780 3,450Private nonprofit educational facilllies . 2,220 2,720 2,850 3,000 3,170 13,960.

Hospital construction .... 3,350 4,110 4,310 4,540 4,790 21,100Veterans' housing 20 20 20 20 20 100GO Zones and GO Zone mortgage ........... 90 110 120 120 130 610Credit for holders of zone academy bonds ....
260 290 280 250 230 1310

Nole: Provisions with estimates denoted normal tax method have no revenue loss under the reference tax law method,
All estimates have been rounded to the nearest $10 million. Provisions with estimates that rounded to zero in each year
are not included In the table.

were enacted in the Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003
were not identified as a tax expenditure. In this volume, the estimates reflect
the pre-2005 methodology * * *. The preferential rate on qualified dividends
is identified as a tax expenditure.

Interpreting Tax Expenditure Estimates
The estimates shown for individual tax expenditures * * * do not

necessarily equal the increase in Federal revenues (or the change in the
budget balance) that would result from repealing these special provisions, for
the following reasons.

First, eliminating a tax expenditure may have incentive effects that alter
economic behavior. * * * For example, if capital gains were taxed at ordinary
rates, capital gain realizations would be expected to decline, resulting in lower
tax receipts. Such behavioral effects are not reflected in the estimates.

Second, tax expenditures are interdependent even without incentive
effects. Repeal of a tax expenditure provision can increase or decrease the tax
revenues associated with other provisions. For example, even if behavior does
not change, repeal of an itemized deduction could increase the revenue costs
from other deductions because some taxpayers would bemoved into higher tax
brackets. Alternatively, repeal of an itemized deduction could lower the
revenue cost from other deductions if taxpayers are led to claim the standard
deduction instead of itemizing. Similarly, if two provisions were repealed
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2011 2011-15

176.964 1,053,794

104,540 637,560

67,061 360,840

46,500 300,060

44,520 282,790

44,290 270,9tO

43,850 257,140

44,630 247,480

37,630 223,890

31,300 215,880

28,660 180,380

23,710 151,170

1,170 146,710

23,070 132,270

20,240 115,150

15,120 95,760

14,080 78,940

t3,640 76,680

10.030 61,150

18,550 60,340

11,530 60,250

7,330 49,640

6,200 41,000

5,870 40,680

7,160 39,020

6,170 36,310

32,720 35,840

5,740 33.370

5,870 32,420

8.870 32.140

4,560 31,6tO

5,940 30,820

4,950 29,010

4,940 28,910

26,869 26,869

4,370 24,620

3,360 23,910

3,350 21,100

840 19,130

2,830 16,700

3,100 16,660

3.120 16,360

2,600 16,240

3,140 15,990

4,790 15.680

,

... ,.

........ .. I ..

Exclusion of employer contributions for medical insurance premiums and medical care

Deductibility of mortgage interest on owner-occupied homes

401(k) plans.

Deductibility of nonbusiness Slate and local taxes other Ihan on owner-occupied homes

Step-up basis of capital gains at death

Capital gains (except agriculture, timber, iron ore, and coal) ...

Deductibility of charitable contributions, other than education and health

Employer plans... .. ,... . .

Exclusion of net imputed rental Income

Capital gains exclusion on home sales

Exclusion of interest on 'public purpose State an local bonds

Deductibility of State and local property tax on owner-occupied homes .

Accelerated depreciation of machinery and equipment (normal tax method) .

Exclusion of interest on life insurance savings

Social Security benefits for retired workers

Keogh Plans .. . .

Individual Retirement Accounts .

Deduction for US production activities .

Deductibility of medical expenses .

Child Credit .. .

Exclusion of benefits and allowances to armed forces personnel. . .

Exception from passive loss rules for $25.000 of rental loss

Earned income tax credit .. .

Accelerated depreciation on rental housing (normal tax method) .

Social Security benefits for disabled workers .

Credit for low-income housing investments .

Deferral of income from controlled foreign corporations (normal tax method) .

Self-employed medical insurance premiums , .

Exclusion of income earned abroad by U.S. citizens ..., .

Alcohol fuel credits .. . , , ,

Expensing of research and experimentation expenditures (normal tax method)

Exclusion of workers' compensation benefits

Deductibility of charitable contributions (health)

Deductibility of charitable contributions (education) .. , .

Treatment of qualified dividends . .

Exclusion of veterans death benefits and disability compensation

lifetime Learning tax credit .

Exclusion of interest on hospital construction bonds

HOPE tax credit .

Inventory property sales source rules exception .

Exclusion of reimbursed employee parking expenses ...
Graduated corporation income tax rate (normal tax method).

Additional deduction for the elderty .. .

SOCial Security benefits for spouses, dependents and SUfl/'vors

Cmyover basis of capital gains on gifts ...

Table 16-3. INCOME TAX EXPENDITURES RANKED BY TOTAL 2011-2015
PROJECTED REVENUE EFFECT

(In millions of dollars)
Provision
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Provision

Parental personal exemption tor students age 1901 over .
Making work pay tax credit .
Exclusion of Interest on bonds for private nonprofit educational facilities .
Credlt tor increasing research aCtivities .
Exclusion of scholarship and fellowship Income (normal tax method) .
Medical Savings Accounts I Health Savings Accounts .
Premiums on group term life Insurance .
LifeUme Learning tax credit .
Special ESOP rules .
Credit for child and dependent care expenses .
State prepaid tuition plans .
Exclusion of interest on owner-occupled mortgage subsidy bonds .
Employer provided child care exclusion .
New technology credit .
Exclusloh of GI bill benefits .
Defemll of Interest on U.S. savings bonds .
Exclusion of Interest on rental housing bonds .
Defelred taxes tor financIal firms on certain Income eamed overseas .
Exclusion of employee meals and lodging (other than mllltary) .
Exclusion of Interest spread of financlallnstiMel .
Exclusion of certain allowances for Federel employees abroad .
Exclusion of Interest tor airport, dOCk,and similar bonds .
Low and moderate income savers credit .
Deferral of Income from Installment sales .
Excess of percentage over cost depletion, fuels .
Exemption of credit union Income .
Expensing of exploration and development costs, fuels .
Qualified school construction bonds .
Excess of percentage over cost depletion, nonfuel minerals .
New markets tax credit .
Exclusion of parsonage allowances .
exclusion of public assistance benefits (normal tax method) .
Deductibility of student-loan Interest .
Capital gains treatment of certain income .
Deductibility of casualty losses .
Exclusion of Interest on student-loan bonds .
Empowerment zones, Enterprise communities, and Renewal communities .
Special Blue Cross/Blue Shield deduction .
Exclusion for employer-provided transit passes .
Assistance for adopted foster children .
Exclusion of Interest on bonds tor water, sewage, and hazardous waste facilities .
Tax Incentives for preservation of historic structures .
Energy Investment credit .
Tribal Economic Development Bonds .
Credit tor Investment In clean coal facilities .
Exclusion of Interest on small Issue bondl .
Distribution from retirement plans fO( premiums for health and long-term care Insurance.

2011

2,780
14,160

2,220

3.850
2.250
2,130

2,160
11.380
1,800

2.200
1,580
1,190
1,370
1,160

no
1,220
1,010
5,770
1,110

960
1,020
850

1,170

810
670
710

1,180
310
740
800
660
670

1,130
590
640
550
430
690
530
490
420
470
600
390
480
320
330

2011-15

14,170

14,160

13,960
12,922

12,220
11,780

11.500
11,380
10,000

9,300
9,190
7,520
7,440
7,150
6,530
6,510
6,370
6,320
6,180
6,170
5,630
5,330
5,320
5,120
5.090
4.370
4,020
4.000
3,900
3,790
3,730
3.670
3.630
3.620
3,570
3.450
3,180
3,160
3,000
2,750
2,680
2,590
2.520
2,420
2,080
2,030
2,020
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Provision

Exclusion of certain foster care payments.

Capital gains exclusion of small corporalion slock

Tax credit for orphan drug research

Work opportunity tax credit .... .....

Premiums on accident and disability insurance ..

Expensing of multiperiod timber growing costs ...

Credit for energy efficiency improvements to existing homes .

Exclusion of railroad retirement system benefits .

Credit for holders of zone academy bonds . .

Exclusion of veterans pensions . .

Temporary 50% expensing for equipment used In the refining of liquid fuels ..

Tax credit and deduction for clean-fuel burning vehicles I

Tax exemption of certain insurance companies owned by tax-exempt organizations 1 ..

30% credit for residentialopurchaseslinstallatlons of solar and fuel cells ........................•...

Amortize all geological and geophysical expenditures over 2 years .

Adoption credit and exclusion .

Credit for holding clean renewable energy bonds .

Exclusion of utility conservation subsidies .

Expensing of certain multiperiod production costs .

Exemption of certain mutuals' and cooperatives' income ' .

Exclusion of military disability pensions .

Discharge of mortgage indebtedness .

Expensing of exploration and development costs, nonfuel minerals .

Natural gas distribution pipelines treated as 15-year property .. .

Qualified energy conservation bonds .

Income averaging for farmers .

Expensing of certain capital outlays .. . .

Education Individual Retirement Accounts .

Allowance of deduction for certain energy efficient commercial building p;operty .

Capital gains treatment of royalties on coal .

Capital gains treatmen1 of certain limber Income .

Excl.~sion of Interest on bonds for Financing of Highway Projects and rail-tnuck transfer
faCIlities .
Ordinary income treatment of loss from small business corporation stock sale ...............•..

Credit to holders of Gulf Tax Credit Bonds

Income of trusts to finance supplementary unemployment benefits

Special alternative tax on small property and casualty insurance companies

Small life insurance company deduction .

Exceptions from imputed interest nules .

Additional deduction for the blind .

Exclusion of interest on velerans housing bonds .. .

Exclusion of special benefits tor disabled coal miners .

Industrial C02 capture and sequestration tax credit .. .

Deduction for endangered species recovery expenditures .

Recovery Zone Bonds ,.

EXClUSionof Interest on energy facility bonds. .. ,.

InveSlment credit for rehabilitation of stnuctures (other than historic) ,.

ExclUSion of gain or loss on sale or exchange of certain brownfield sites .. .

763

2011 2011-15
400 1.940
170 1.920
320 1.910
830 1.820
340 1,770
290 1.520

1.460 1.460
300 1.340
260 1.310
220 1.270
930 1,230
260 1.180
200 1.060
180 930
240 900
460 820
100 640
130 610
110 580
110 580
110 560
200 500
90 490

120 480
40 470
gO 460
70 420
70 420
90 400
60 370
60 370

100 370
60 300
80 300
50 260
40 250
50 250
50 250
40 240
30 240
40 200
0 190

30 190
30 190
30 150
30 150
60 140

,j#
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Provision

Credit for disabled access expenditures ..

Tax credit for certain expenditures for maintaining railroad tracks

ExceptJon from passive loss limitation for working inlerests in 011and gas properties
Treatment of loans forgiven for solvent farmers

Deferral of gain on sale of farm refiners ..

Deferral of lax on shipping companies

Exclusion of Interest on savings bonds redeemed to finance educational expenses.

Discharge of student loan Indebtedness . .

Exclusion for benefits provided to volunteer EMS and firefighters

Credit for energy effiCient appliances . . . . . .. .. . .

Tax credit for health insurance purchased by certain displaCed and retired Individuals ..

Tax credit for the elderly and disabled .

Credit for construction of new energy efficient homes.

AItElfnative fuel production credit '.. . .

Exclusion of employer-provided educational assistance .

Welfare-to-work tax cred,t .

Bio-Diesel and small agr-biodiesel producer tax credits .

Employer-provided child care credit ' .

Cancellation of indebtedness .

Special rules for certain firm and TV production .

Expensing of environmental remediation costs .

Deferral of gain from dispositions of transmission property to implement FERC
restructuring policy .

Credit for homebuyers .

Expensing of certain small investments (normal lax method) " .

Build America Bonds " .

Accelerated depreciation of buildings other than rental housing (normal tax method) .

2011 2011-15
20 140
70 120
20 100
20 100
20 100
20 100
20 100
20 100
60 60
50 50
10 50
10 50
20 40
20 30
30 30
10 20
10 10
10 10
-10 -50
-60 -370

-140 -670

-400 -2,320
1.530 -2.950
-3.200 -5,760
-2.120 -10,100

-12,860 -76,250

simultaneously, the increase in tax liability could be greater or less than the
sum ofthe two separate tax expenditures, because each is estimated assuming
that the other remains in force. * * *

present-value Estimates
The annual value of tax expenditures for tax deferrals is reported on a

cash basis in all tables except Table 16-4. Cash-based estimates reflect the
difference between taxes deferred in the current year and incoming revenues
that are received due to deferrals of taxes from prior years. Although such
estimates are useful as a measure of cash flows into the Government, they do
not accurately reflect the true economic cost of these provisions. For example,
for a provision where activity levels have changed, so that incoming tax
receipts from past deferrals are greater than deferred receipts from new
activity, the cash-basis tax expenditure estimate can be negative, despite the
fact that in present-value terms current deferrals have a real cost to the
Government. Alternatively, in the case of a newly enacted defelTal provision,
a cash-based estimate can overstate the real effect on receipts to the
Government because the newly deferred taxes will ultimately be received.

Discounted present-value estimates of revenue effects are presented in
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Table I&-4 for certain provisions that involve tax deferrals or other long-term
revenue effects. These estimates complement the cash-based tax expenditure
estimates presented in the other tables.

The present-value estimates represent the revenue effects, net of future
tax payments that follow from activities undertaken during Jalendar year 2009
which cause the deferrals or other long-term revenue effects. For instance, a
pension contribution in 2009 would cause a deferral of tax payments on wages
in 2009 and on pension fund earnings on this contribution (e.g., interest) in
later years. In some future year, however, the 2009 pension contribution and
accrued earnings will be paid out and taxes will be due; these receipts are
included in the present-value estimate. >,< * '"

Tax £~enditure Baselines
A tax expenditure is an exception to baseline provisions of the tax

structure that usually results in a reduction in the amount of tax owed. The
1974 Congressional Budget Act, which mandated the tax expenditure budget,
did not specify the baseline provisions of the tax law. As poted previously,
deciding whether provisions are exceptions, therefore, is a matter ofjudgment.
As in prior years, most of this year's tax expenditure estimJtes are presented
using two baselines: the normal tax baseline and the reference tax law
baseline. Tax expenditures may take the form of credits, deductions, special
exceptions and allowances, and reduce tax liability below the level implied by
the baseline tax system.

The normal tax baseline is patterned on a practical variant of a
comprehensive income tax, which defines income as the sum of consumption
and the change in net wealth in a given period of time. The normal tax
baseline allows personal exemptions, a standard deduction, and deduction of
expenses incurred in earning income. It is not limited to a particular structure
of tax rates, or by a specific definition of the taxpaying unit.

The reference tax law baseline is also patterned on a comprehensive
income tax, but it is closer to existing law. Reference law tlUliexpenditures are
limited to special exceptions from a generally provided t$ rule that serve
programmatic functions in a way that is analogous to sp~nding programs.
Provisions under the reference law baseline are generally tax expenditures
under the normal tax baseline, but the reverse is not always true.

Both the normal and reference tax baselines allow several major
departures from a pure comprehensive income tax. For example, under the
normal and reference tax baselines:
• Income is taxable only when it is realized in exchange. Thus, the deferral
of tax on unrealized capital gains is not regarded as a tax expenditure.
Accrued income would be taxed under a comprehensive income tax.
• There is a separate corporate income tax. Under a comprehensive income
tax. corporate income would be taxed only once-at the shareholder level.
whether or not distributed in the form of dividends.
• Noncorporate tax rates vary by level of income.
• individual tax rates, including hrackets, standard deduction, and



2. Gross income does, however. include transfer payments associated with past employment,
such as Social Security benefits.

personal exemptions, are allowed to vary with marital status.
• Values of assets and debt are not generally adjusted for inflation. A
comprehensive income tax would adjust the cost basis of capital assets and
debt for changes in the general price level. Thus, under a comprehensive
income tax baseline, the failure to take account of inflation in measuring
depreciation, capital gains, and interest income would be regarded as a
negative tax expenditure (Le., a tax penalty), and failure to take account of
inflation in measuring interest costs would be regarded as a positive tax
expenditure (i.e., a tax subsidy).

Although the reference law and normal tax baselines are generally
similar, areas of difference include:

Tax rstss. The separate schedules applying to the various taxpaying
units are included in the reference law baseline. Thus, corporate tax rates
belowthe maximum statutory rate do not give rise to a tax expenditure. The
normal tax baseline is similar, except that, by convention, it specifies the
current maximum rate as the baseline for the corporate incometax. The lower
tax rates applied to the first $10million ofcorporate incomeare thus regarded
as a tax expenditure under the normal tax. By convention, the Alternative
Minimum Tax is treated as part of the baseline rate structure under both the
reference and normal tax methods.

Income subject to the tax. Income subject to tax is defined as gross
income less the costs of earning that income. Under the reference tax rules,
gross income does not include gifts defined as receipts of money or property
that are not consideration in an exchange nor does gross income include most
transfer payments from the Government.2 The normal tax baseline also
excludes gifts between individuals from gross income. Under the normal tax
baseline, however, all cash transfer payments fromthe Government to private
individuals are counted in gross income,and exemptions ofsuch transfers from
tax are identified as tax expenditures. The costs of earning income are
generally deductible in determining taxable income under both the reference
and normal tax baselines.

Cspits1 recovery. Under the reference tax law baseline no tax
expenditures arise from accelerated depreciation. Under the normal tax
baseline, the depreciation allowance for property is computed using estimates
of economicdepreciation.

Trestment of IOreign income. Both the normal and reference tax
baselines allow a tax credit for foreign income taxes paid (up to the amount of
U.S. income taxes that would otherwise be due), which prevents double
taxation of income earned abroad.

766 CHAPTER 11 TAX EXPENDITURES
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Table 16.4. PRESENT VALUE OF SELECTED TAX EXPENDITURES FOR
ACTIVITY IN CALENDAR YEAR 2009

(In millions of dollars)

ProvISion

Deferral of Income rom controlled foreign corporations (normal tax method)
Deferred taxes for finanCial forms on Income earned overseas.
Expensing of research and experimentation expenditures (normal tax method)
Credit for holding clean renewable energy bonds ..
Expensing of exploration and development costs-fuels ..
Expensing of exploration and development costs-nonfuels
Expensing of mulliperiod timber growing costs .....
Expensing of certain mulhperiod production costs-agriculture ..
Expensing of certain capital outlays-agriculture ..
Deferral of income on life insurance and annuity contracts .
Accelerated depreciation oh rental housing
Accelerated depreciation of buildings other than rental .
Accelerated depreciahon of machinery and equipment
Expensing of certain small investments (normal lax method) .
Deferral of tax on shipping companies .....
Credit for holders of zone academy bonds ..
Credit for low-income housing investments .
Deferral for state prepaid tuition plans .
Exclusion of pension contributions-employer plans.
Exclusion of 401(k) contributions .
Exclusion of IRA contributions and earnings .
Exclusion of Roth earnings and distributions
Exclusion of non-deduclible IRA earnings .
Exclusion of contributions and earnings for Keogh plans
Exclusion of interest on public-purpose bonds .
Exclusion of interest on non-public purpose bonds ..
Deferral of interest on U.S. savings bonds. . .

* * '"

Present Value
of Revenue

Loss

20.060
3,540
2,750
350
275
130
90
180
120

19,400
6.980

-15,850
3,150
-40
20
610

5,420
7.100

74,280
113,000
4,000
11,200
510

6,270
26,470
11.460

270

Appendix: perFormance Measures and I

the Economic EfFects of Tax Expenditur,es
The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993;(GPRA) directs

F'ederal agencies to develop annual and strategic plans for their programs and
activities. These plans set out performance objectives to be achieved over a
specific time period. Most of these objectives are achieved through direct
expenditure programs. Tax expenditures, however, may also contribute to
achieving these goals. * '" *

Comparison of tax expenditure, spending, and regulatory policies. Tax
expenditures by definition work through the tax system and, particularly, the
income tax. Thus, they may be relatively advantageous policy approaches
when the benefit or incentive is related to income and is intended to be widely
available. Because there is an existing public administrative and private
compliance structure for the tax system, the incremental administrative and
compliance costs for a tax expenditure may be low in many cases. In addition,
some tax expenditures actually simplify the operation of the tax system, (for
example, the exclusion for up to $500.000 of capital gains on h~me sales). * * *
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[AJ variety of tax expenditure tools can be used, e.g., deductions; credits;.
exemptions; deferrals. floors. ceilinp; phase-ins; phase-outs; and these can '-,
dependent on income. expenses. or demographic characteristics (age. number
of family members, etc.). This wide range of policy instruments means that
tax expenditures can be flexible and can have very different economiceffecta&

Tax expenditures also have limitations. In many eases they add to the
complexityofthe tax syStem.which raises both administrative and complianci; ;.,
costs. For example, personal exemptions, deductions, credits, and phase-outl .
can complicate filing and decision-making. The income tax system may hav.. ).
little or no contact with persons who have no orvery lowincomes, and does.nc;' .
require information on certain characteristics of individuals used in 80~ •. '

spending programs, such 88 wealth. These features may reduce th.~
effectiveness of tax expenditures for atidressing socioeconomicdisparity. Tq
expenditves also generally donot enable the same degree ofagency discretiiQt
as an outlay program. ...,

Outlay programs have advantages where direct Government setVici)
provision is particularly w~anted such as equipping and providing the arm.8d
forces or administering the system ofjustice. Outlay programs may also hi..
specifically designed to meet the needs of low-incomefamilies who would n~
otherwise be subject to income taxes or need to file a tax return. Outlq
programs may also receive more year-to-year oversight and fine tuninf
through the legislative and executive budget process. In addition, manJ
different types of spending programs including direct Government ProvisiODJ.
credit programs; and payments to State and local governments. the priva~
sector, or individuals in the form of grants or contracts provide flexibility fu
policy design. On the other hand. certain outlay programs, such as direet
Government service provision, may rely less directly on economicincentives
and private-market provision than tax incentives. which may reduce the
relative efficiency of spending programs for some goals. Finally, spend.h13.
programs, particularly on the discretionary side, may respond less readily tAt
changing activity levels and economic conditions than tax expenditures.

Regulations have more direct and immediate effects than outlay and
tax-expenditure programs because regulations applydirectly and immediately.
to the regulated party (i.e., the intended actor) generally in the private sectoP.o
Regulations can also be fine-tuned more quicklythan tax expenditures becaUS81
they can often be changed 88 needed by the Executive Branch without,
legislation. • >II ••• [R]egulations generally donot directly affectFederal outlays
or receipts. Thus, like tax expenditures, they may escape the degree ofJ
scrutiny that outlay programs receive. However, major regulations &reI
subjected to a formal regulatory analysis that goes well beyond the analysia>
required for outlays and tax-expenditures. •••••

Some policy objectives are achieved using multiple approaches. For,
example. minimum wage legislation, the earned income tax credit. and the
food stamp program are regulatory, tax expenditure. and direct outlay.
programs, respectively, all having the objective of improving the economic
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Inf1ation~adjU8t8d capital I gama: (and 108888) would, bel; included: in,



comprehensive income as they accrue. Businesa investment and casualty
10S88S,including losses caused by depreciation, would be deducted. Implicit
returns, such as those accruing to homeowners, also would be included ~
comprehensive income. A comprehensive income tax baseline would tax all
sources of income once and only once. Thus, it would not levy a separate taX
on corporate income leading to the double taxation of corporate profits.

Comprehensive income is widely held to be the idealized base for ~
income tax even though it is not a perfectly defined concept. • ••

Furthermore, comprehensive income does not necessarily represent 8.J),
ideal tax base • • •. [Slome elements of comprehensive income would be
difficult or impossible to include in a tax system that is administrable.

Classifying individual tax provisions relative to a comprehensive incomfl
baseline is difficult in part because of the ambiguity of the baseline. • ••
Nonetheless, Appendix Table 1attempts such a classification for each ofthirty
illustrative large tax expenditures from the Budget.

Table 1classifies fifteen of the thirty items as tax expenditures under a
comprehensive tax base (those in panel A). Mostofthe88 give preferential tax
treatment to the return oni:ertain types ofsavings or investment. They reflec*
the hybrid nature of the existing tax system • • • .

Panel B displays items that probably are tax expenditures, but that raiH
additional issues. Current law, for instance, allows deductions for hom.
mortgage interest and for property taxes on owner-occupiedhousing. The UuD
expenditure budget includes both of these provisions. A comprehensive tal;
base would allow both deductions, but it would also include imputed grosa
rental income..••.••.••

The next category (panel C) includes items whose treatment is less
certain. .••.••.••

Medical expenditures mayor may not be an element of income. Thes.
expenditures may be viewed as a reduction ofnet worth (e.g. cost of earning
income) rather than as discretionary spending, and so are not reall)'f
consumption .and should be excluded from the tax base. However,.
expenditures for medical care may be considered as indistinguishable froms
other consumption items which are not excludedfroma comprehensive income.'
base..••.••.••

The final category (panel D) includes items that would not be ta.xJ
expenditures under a comprehensive income tax base. A tax based on
comprehensive income would allow all 10S88Sto be deducted. Hence, the
exception from the passive loss rules would not be a tax expenditure.Major Tax Expenditures under acomprehensive Income Tax That AreExcluded from the Current Budget

While most of the major tax expenditures in the current budget alsol
wouldbe tax expenditures under a comprehensive income base, there also are.
tax expenditures relative to a comprehensive incomebase that are not found!
onthe existing tax expenditure list. These additional tax expenditures includel
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J't1.'

the imputed return from certain consumer durables (e.g., automobiles), the
difference between capital gains (and losses) as they accrue and capital gains
;IS they are realized, private gifts and inheritances received, in-kind benefits
from such Government programs as food-stamps, Medicaid, and public
housing, the value of payouts from insurance policies, and benefits received
from private charities.'" "
Differences Between official Tax
Expenditures and Tax Expenditures
/?elative to a Consumption Tax Base

Treatment of Major Tax Expenditure under
a Comprehensive consumption Baseline
* 8 * lTlhe major difference between a comprehensive consumption tax

and a comprehensive income tax is in the treatment of saving, or in the
taxation of capital income. Consequently, many current tax expenditures
related to preferential taxation of capital income would not be tax
expenditures under a consumption tax. * * *
Revised Estimates of selected Tax Expenditures

* * *Double Tax on corporate profits
A comprehensive income tax would tax all sources of income once. Taxes

\vould not vary by type or source of income.
* * *
Appendix Table 3 provides an estimate of the negative tax expenditure

caused by the multiple levels of tax on corporate profits. This negative tax
expenditure is measured as the shareholder level tax on dividends paid and
capital gains realized out of earnings that have been fully taxed at the
corporate level. * <I< *

The negative tax expenditure is large in magnitude; it exceeds $41 billion
in the years 2007 through 2013. It is comparable in size (but opposite in sign)
to all but the largest official tax expenditures. JGTRRA reduced but did not
eliminate the double tax on corporate profits.h

h. The Jobs and (jruwth lax RelicI' Rcwl1ciliation Act 01'200" (.J(iTRRA) rcduceu the "uouhle
1:1\ Oil wrporatc carnings hy ta'ling most dividenus at capital gains niles (whkh ratcs were
Ilwmscives reducedl. These tax reductions. aillng with the rest "I' the 20m l\l.:t, SUI1Sl.:talter 20 IO.
111<' "dnuhlc tax" "ll ":I'rpnr:ltc'l.:arnil1gs is thl.: primary issue u1I1siucrcd in Chapt.:r Fourt<.'Cn. (Ell.)

(
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Appendix Table 1. COMPARISON OF CURRENT TAX EXPENDITURES
WITH THOSE IMPLIED BY A COMPREHENSIVE INCOME TAX'

I. The measurement of certain tax expenditures under a comprehensive income tax baseline
may differ from the official budget estimate even when the provision would be a tax expenditure
under both baselines. • ••
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55.9040
51.000
45.670
44.120
34.710
25.900
23.500
13.780
13.000
11.760
11.700
7.550
5.920
5,780
4.990

100,810
36.750
33.200
29.950
18.640
16.640
15.330
5,440

168.460
46,980
5.920
5.810
5.300
5.270

Revenue
Effect 2009

772

Description

A. Tax Expenditure Under 8C~ Income Tax

Capital gaJns (except agrlcultunt, limber Iron ore. and coal) .
Net ellClusion of pension contrtbullons and earnings: 401(k) plans .
Net ellClusion of pension contrtbullons and earnings: Employer plana .
Accelerated dept8claUon of machlnery and equipment (IlOIlMItax method) .
CapIWI glIlns exclusion on home salel .
Exdusion d Interest on public purpose State and IocaJ bonds .
ExclusIon d Interest on life Insurance savtngs ...................................•.....................................
Deferral of Income from controlled forelon corpora!ions (normal tax method) .
Net ex~ d pension contrtbutlons and earnings: Keogh plans .
AcceIenIted depreclallon on rental housing (nonnaltax method) .
Net eJlCluslon of pension contrtbullons and earnings: Individual RelInlment Accounts .
exclusion d net Imputed rentallncom. on owner-oc:cupled housing .........•.............................
exclusion of WOI1cers'compensalion benefl1s ..............................•............................................
Credit for Iow-Income houslng InveSilmenta .
expensing d research and expel1mentallon expenditures (normal tax method) .

B. Possibly 8 Tax Expandlture Under. Comprehensive Income Tax, But With Some
QU8/lficatJona

Deductibility of mortgage Interest on owner-oc:cupled homes .
Step-up basis of capital gains at death .
Deductibility of nonbusiness State and local taxes other than on owner-oc:cupled homes .
Child credit .
exclusion 01Social Security beneflts for retired workers ...............•..........................................
Deductibility of State and local property tax on owner-oc:cupled homes .
Deduction for U.S. production aellvilies .
Earned Income tax credit .

C. Uncertsln

exclusion of employer contrlbullons for medical Insurance pramillns and medical care .
Deductibility of charitable contrtbutJons. other than education and health .
Deductibility of medical expenses .
Social Security benefl1s for the disabled .
Deductibility of charitable contributions, health .
Deducllbility of charitable conlr1bullons, education .

D. Probably Not 8 Tax Expenditure Under 8 Comprehens/V9/ncome Tax
Exce on from sslve loss rules for 25000 of rental loss .



Pro\.islOn
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Imputed Rent On Owner. 3,890 5,440 7,550 10.480 14,540 20,180 28,010

Occupied Housing .... '

Double Tax on corporate .41,230 .44,340 .46,860 -49,520 -52,340 .55,310 .58,460

profit' '

,;< * ~:
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Appendix Table 3. REVISED TAX EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES I

Re\'enu~ Loss
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JAMES MADISON AND PUBLIC CHOICE AT GUCCI
GULCH: A PROCEDURAL DEFENSE OF TAX
EXPENDITURES AND TAX INSTITUTIONS

Edward A. Zelinsky' i

102 Yale Law Journal 1165, 1165-79, 1181-82, 1184-87, 11~0-92 (1993)
Introduction .

Few academic doctrines can claim the intellectual and; political success of
tax expenditure analysis. In roughly a generation's time/Professor Surrey's
procedural and substantive critique of tax subsidies has become entrenched in
the law school curriculum and in legal scholarship. More impressively, the tax
expenditure concept has been enshrined in federallaw4 and become part of the
daily discourse of the national budget process.

In earlier articles, I have revisited the substantive tax expenditure
indictment of tax subsidies to suggest that the Surrey school's invariable
preference for direct government outlays is misplaced. While the classification
of particular features of the Internal Revenue Code as either normative or
subsidizing is critical to tax expenditure analysis, that classification cannot
always be made with confidence.6 Moreover, the substantive case against tax

I, Calculatiuns described in the appendix text.
2. This is a negative tax expenditure. a tax provision that overtaxes income relative to the

treatment specitied by the baseline tax system.
*. At time of original publication, Visiting Professor of law, Yale law School; Professor of

Law. Benjamin N. Cardozo School of law, Yeshiva University.
I. Professor Surrey developed the fundamental premises of tax expenditure analysis--the

dassitication of tax provisions as normative or subsidizing and the equivalence ofthe latter to direct
spending-during the later years of the Johnson Administration when serving as the Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.

4. See 2 U.S.c. * 640(c)(3H 19R8)(adopted as part of Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974, requiring promulgation of annual tax expenditure budget).

6. In particular. I have argued that the Code's present treatment of qualified plans is consistent
with the tcrms of a normative income tax and is therefore undeserving of characterization as a tax
.:xpenditure. See Edward A. Zelinsky, Tire Tax Treatment nfQrlOlified P/~ns: A Classic Defellse of
Ihe Status Quo, 66 N.r. L REV,315 ( Il}KK). I have ;Jlso criticized thc rctlexive c1assitication as a tax
suhsidy of the deduction for certain state and local taxt-'S.See Edward A. Zelinsky. Tire Deductibility
or S/(I/<:' tllld I.oml Tax<:'s: II/COllie JfCQS/IIW/ll'lIt. T'L( Expellditures and Partial. F,mctiallal
0"tI"('/lI1IIiI\'. (1 A~1. J. T \:\ 1'111 . Y I) ( I 'IX 7) , !'roks"llr Kahn has similarly suggested that accelcrated

~ ". ~ .
,. '
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depreciation may be consistent with the provisions of a normative income tax. See Douglas A. Kahn,
Accelerated Depreciation-Tax Expenditure or Proper Allowancefor Measuring Net Income?, 78
MICH. L. REv. 1 (1979). Professor Stein, on the other hand, has vigorously contested my views,
defending the classification as a tax subsidy of the Code's qualified plan provisions. See Norman P.
Stein, Qualified Plans and Tax Expenditures: A Reply to Professor Zelinsley,9 AM.J. TAX POL'Y 225
(1991); Edward A. Zelinsky, Qualified Plans and Identifying Tax Expenditures: A Rejoinder to
Professor Stein, 9 AM. J. TAX POL'Y 257 (1991): see also Douglas A. Kahn & Jeffery S. Lehman,
Tax Expenditun Budgets: A Critical View, 54 TAX NOTES 1661, 1664 (1992) (',[VJery few items
fit neatly into" categories of normative and subsidizing); Victor Thuronyl, Tax Expendituru: A
Reassessment, 1988 DUKEL.J. 1155, 1156 (1988) (introducing "substitutable tax provisions"
concept).

subsidies depends upon a comparison ofsuch subsidies with an idealized vision
of direct spending. In theory, tax expenditures can be designed as efficiently
and progressively as programs using direct governmental outlays. On the
other hand, if we compare the messy realities of tax preferences with the
equally unattractive realities ofdirect expenditure programs, tax preferences
emerge better than most of the Surrey schoolwouldacknowledge. Indeed, in
particular cases, a tax subsidy may bemore efficientthan an equivalent direct
spending program because such a subsidy uses the pre-existing tax system to
communicate federal policy at relatively lowmarginal cost. Thus, as a matter
of substantive policy, a certain agnosticism is in order: in some instances,
direct government outlays will be preferable to comparable tax expenditures;
in other cases, a subsidy through the Internal Revenue Code will be the
preferred means of implementing federal policy.

In'this Article, I revisit the procedural aspects of the tax expenditure
critique to argue against that critique insofar as it is premised on the asserted
expertise of direct expenditure institutions. The core ofmy argument is that
the institutions formulating and administering tax policyare more competitive
and visible than their mrect outlay counterparts because tax institutions are
subject to more numerous and diverse constituencies than the specialized,
limited-clientele organizations that design and implement direct government
spending. Tax institutions, because of their greater visibility and more
competitive nature, are less susceptible to interest group capture and possess
greater legitimacy under pluralist criteria than their direct expenditure
equivalents. This perspective leads to a form of agnosticism as well: the
congressional committees that design and the administrative agencies that'
implement tax subsidies may, in particular cases, be preferable to their direct
expenditure counterparts.

To develop my argument, I will initially review the procedural case
against tax preferences and will then contrast the expertise-based premise of
this perspective with the Madisonian/public choice/pluralist tradition in
American political thought, a tradition that focuses, not upon the asserted
proficiencies of policymakers, but upon the interplay of competing interest
groups in the political process. * * * I will then elaborate my argument about
the differences between the administrative agencies and congressional
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committees that formulate and implement direct expenditure programs and
the equivalent tax organizations.

Let me emphasize at the outset, what I am not saying: I am not
suggesting that the institutions that design and implement the tax law are
immune from capture by interest groups or perfectly imple~ent the pluralist
model of democracy. I am not declaring that, in all cases,' a tax subsidy is
better designed and administered than its direct expenditure counterpart or
that the interplay of interest groups mechanically dictate~ legislative and
administrative outcomes: ideology, accident, history, inertjia, partisanship,
public opinion, cultural norms, bureaucratic aggra~dizement, the
idiosyncrasies oflegislators and the legislative process, and ithe personalities
and proclivities of individual decisionmakers, as well as the~r concern for the
public interest, all affect the outcomes of political an4 administrative
processes. The procedures by which taxes are designed and administered are
not ideal or pretty or inhabited exclusively by the pure of heart.

I am suggesting that, in the long term, ~nstitutional differences of the sort
I explore below do systematically affect legislative and bureaucratic outcomes
for better and for worse. A defense of the tax system along these lines
constitutes an important counterweight to the widespread, contemporary
disillusionment with that system. i

The procedural Case Against Tax ExpentJitures:
the Expertise of Direct Expenditure Institutions

In its original incarnation, the procedural critique iof tax subsidies
embodied two basic concerns: that such subsidies, undisclosed in the federal
budget, were not subject to the same scrutiny as directmonet~ry expenditures,
and that such subsidies, designed and implemented by c6ngressional tax-,
writers and the Department of the Treasury, were not formed or administered
using the specialized subject matter expertise of the oth~r committees of
Congress and the nontax executive departments. !

The first part of this critique gave rise to the proposal for the tax
expenditure budget, the annual identification, as part of the federal
government's regular budgetary process, of the subsidies contained in the
Internal Revenue Code and of their projected costs. Today, the preparation of
such a budget is required by statute. Not surprisingly, much political and
academic attentIon has been devoted to determining the items properly
included in the yearly tax expenditure budget and the revenues foregone as a
result of such items.

While the tax expenditure school had quick (and, I think, useful) success
in persuading Congress of the need for an annual tax expenditure budget, it
has had less impact vis-a-visthe second element ofits procedural critique, i.e.,
the failure, in the design and implementation of tax preferences, to utilize the
subject matter expertise ofthe nontax congressional committ~es and executive
departments. Professor Yorio expressed the concern in these terms:

The process by which tax subsidies are enacted and administered
also increases the risk that they would fail a cost.benefit test. To
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15. Edward Yorio, Equity, Efficiency, and the TaxReform Act of 1986,55 FORDHAML. REv.
395, 425 (1987).

17. For example, under the low-income housing credit established in Section 42, important
administrative functions are assigned to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

20. LEWISL. GoULD, REfORMANDREGULATION,AMERICANPOUTICSFROMROOSEVELTTO
WILSON210 (2d ed. 1986).

begin with, a tax subsidy enters the Codeafter review primarily by
the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance
Committee. Charged principally with matters of tax and finance,
both committees are usually less informedabout the specifics of the
problems justifying government intervention than those
Congressional committees that grapple regularly with the problems.
Moreover, the duty of administering tax subsidies is left to the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which generally has no particular
expertise with respect to the problem that the preference was
enacted to remedy. Although it may be theoretically possible for the
relevant tax committees and the IRS to obtain and digest the
information required to make a rational cost-benefit decision about
a specific tax expenditure, the process of education and learning is
likely to be haphazard and incomplete. As a practical matter, it is
virtually impossible for two congressional committees and one
administrative agency to master the plethora and diversity of
proposals for using the Code to accomplishsocietal goals.16
From one vantage point, this critique is easily remedied by making the

enactment and implementation of tax preferences a joint undertaking of the
relevant tax and nontax institutions. Subsidies implemented through the
Code can, before or after passage by the Ways and Means and Finance
Committees, be submitted to additional expert review by the proper subject
matter committees of Congress. Congress can-and, on occasion,
does-provide for the joint administration of particular tax subsidies by the
IRS and the appropriate nontax administrative agency.17* * *

On the most fundamental level, the expertise critique oftax expenditures
invokes the important notion in American political culture that disinterested,
"trained, nonpartisan experts [can] best manage the subtle and difficult social
questions ofthe modern world."2OFrom this vantage point, Professor Surrey's
procedural case for the subject matter proficiencyofnontax institutions is an
appeal to the managerial and technocratic values underpinning such expert-
oriented institutions as civil service systems, independent regulatory agencies,
and municipal governments run by city managers. Professor Surrey's
perspective is thus firmly rooted in the tradition ofProgressive, NewDeal, and
goodgovernment reformers who placed great confidencein the processes and
outcomes of professional decisionmaking-a tradition which, in Professor
Banfield's apt, but wary, description, seeks "to replace politicians with
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• •• [F]rom the perspective I advance, it is not necessary that any (or all)
of the interest group theories explain exhaustively all political behavior; it is
merely necessary to start with their common teaching that political
institutions influenced by more numerous and more diverse groups are
preferable to governmental organizations influenced by more limited and more
homogeneous constituencies .•••

It is thus important to reiterate the asymmetry between the invariable
preference of the Surrey school for direct monetary expenditures and my more
agnostic perspective. I am not advancing a countermyth that the processes
that formulate and administer tax subsidies are invariably superior to their
direct expenditure counterparts. In particular cases, the benefits flowing from
the expertise of a nontax committee or of a direct expenditure department may
reasotlably be perceived as outweighing the correlative dangers of capture.
There are also cases where susceptibility to capture is a desired quality,
ensuring an intended responsiveness of governmental arrangements to a
favored clientele: a grateful nation might rationally prefer veterans
institutions beholden and therefore responsive to those who served in the
armed services rather than veterans programs administered with less
partiality by the IRS or evaluated with less solicitude by the tax committees.
The larger points of this Article are that the trade-off between expertise and
capture exists, that the choices this trade-off presents should not be ignored
simply by asserting the superior expertise of direct expenditure institutions
and that, in some instances, the greater independence and visibility of tax-
writers and administrators will be preferable to the alleged subject matter
proficiency of their more specialized, capturable counterparts in the direct
expenditure system.
The Madisonian Nature of Tax Institutions

For purposes of the Surrey critique, we can view tax and direct
expenditure policy as formulated and administered in four stages. Initially,
the congressional committees design and authorize programs within their
respective jurisdictions. Next, the full houses of Congress act on the
committees' product. Third, the President approves or disapproves the
decision of the House and Senate. Finally, the appropriate executive
department executes the program agreed upon by Congress and the President.

The tax expenditure procedural critique is aimed at the first and fourth
stages of this process. At the first stage, the critique asserts that the nontax
committees of Congress possess expertise due to their specialization in
particular subject matters. This expertise is utilized in the formulation of
direct spending programs but is not used in the formulation of tax subsidies
since such subsidies are designed by the Ways and Means and Finance panels,
generalist bodies with less opportunity and less inclination to acquire subject
matter proficiency than the narrowly focused nontax committees of Congress.

A similar analysis applies at the fourth stage of the policy process. Direct
outlay programs are administered by specialized executive departments which,
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distracted by the need to run the tax system, do not dbvelop comparable
.:'xpertise as to the subsidies confided to their administration.

The Madisonian/public choice/pluralist perspective suggests that this
critique romanticizes the congressional committees that design, and the
executive departments that administer, direct spending programs while
ignoring the benefits of the more competitive processes t*ough which taxes
are formulated and implemented. The specialized orientation of the nontax
committees and departments makes each of these i,nstitutions highly
susceptible to capture by the limited constituencies affected by its
comparatively narrow jurisdiction. In pluralist terms, the outcomes
emanating from direct expenditure committees and departments possess less
legitimacy than ifmore numerous and more diverse groupJ were to participate
in the deliberations of these institutions. I

Consider, for example, the case of agriculture. Many provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code can quite comfortably be classified as subsidies for the
farm industry.45 The tax expenditure procedural critique suggests that, as a
matter of process, such subsidies should not be designed in Congress' tax-
writing committees because these bodies lack the expertise to formulate farm
policy. Instead, the agriculture committees should develop farm programs
using direct outlays of government funds.

However, within the farm committees there are generally not significant
countervailing pressures from nonagricultural constituencies, while in the
Ways and Means and Finance panels agricultural interests are forced to
contend with the competing pressures of other groups also seeking largesse
from the public fisc. * * * i

Similarly, the procedural indictment of tax preferences contends that, in
the implementation of agricultural subsidies through the pode, the IRS lacks
the expertise of the Department of Agriculture. 'However, in the
administration of farm subsidies, the Secretary of the Treasury possesses
greater independence from farm interests than the Secretary ofAgriculture.
The Secretary of Agriculture relies on farm lobbies to support his policy
agenda and his department's budget. He and his subordinates may have
worked with agricultural interests before appointment knd may return to
agriculture after government service. When a Secretary of Agriculture
proposes to abolish farm subsidies, he strikes at the ve1;yrationale for his
agency's existence. * * *

In the vocabulary of the economic theory of regulation, the Department
of Agriculture and Congress' farm committees supply industry-specific

I
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45. For example. a numher of farm Jssets Jre singled out statutorily for particularly rapid cost
n.:covery: certain horses. I.R.C 9~ 16R(e)(3)(A) (1992), certain agricultural and horticultural
structures, I.RC ~~ IhR(c)(J)(D)(I) (1992). and truit- and nut-hearing trees and vines, I.R.C. ~~
16:'!(cl(J)( 0)( ii)( 19(2). Similarly, qualifying !;lmily t'annsenjoy estate tax hcndits. I.R.C 99 l(B.!"
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46. While I have illustrated my case with the example of agriculture, I could have used the
transportation industry, the natural resources lobbies, the real estate business, veterans groups or any
of the interests that seek and obtain largesse from the federal fisc.

53. Richard L. Doembcrg & Fred S. McChesney, Doing Good or Doing Well?: Congress and
The Tax Reform Act of 1986, 62 N.V.V. L. REV. 891 (1987), at 893.

55. [d.

service&-agricultural subsidie&-to a limited number of buyer&-farm
interests. In contrast, the Treasury and Congress' tax-writers supply more
fungible service&-tax subsidie&-in a more competitive environment,
distinguished by many more possible purchasers and consequent collective
action problems .•••

Indeed, contra to the Surrey critique, tax institutions, because of their
greater political freedom, are better positioned than direct expenditure
organizations to design and implement policies informed by expertise. The
theoretical skill of direct spending organizations is of little practical
significance when the clienteles of such organizations effectively dominate
them and their decisions. In contrast, the counterbalancing pressures on tax
writers and tax administrators leave them comparatively freer to make
decisions informed by expertise if they are so inclined.

In advancing this analysis, I seek neither to demonize direct expenditure
institutions nor to create a countermyth about the organizations that
formulate and administer tax subsidies. • ••

On the other hand, my analysis is an antidote to the benign, expertise-
oriented argument of the Surrey school for the superiority of direct
expenditure institutions, and suggests that tax institutions are better than is
popularly thought or academically portrayed. Agricultural interests seem to
do well in the tax-writing committees; they probably do better in direct
spending contexts. Farm interests can view the Secretary of Agriculture as
their natural ally; the same cannot be said of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue. 46•••

Doernberg and McChesney take direct aim at the "political fairy tale"ll3of
Gucci Gulch, the hallways outside the tax-writing committees densely packed
with high paid, well-dressed lobbyists. The conventional story is that the
denizens of Gucci Gulch lost in 1986, the general welfare prevailing over
special interests in the rewriting of the tax code. In the spirit of public choice
theory, Professors Doernberg and McChesney tell us the truth is otherwise:
"tax politics as usual, with considerable sums ofmoney changing handsJJ66-tax
benefits supplied and purchased .•••

[I]n the Doernberg-McChesney analysis, • • • a key piece of evidence is
the vast quantum of campaign contributions received from diverse sources by
the members of the Finance and Ways and Means panels. Yet, the aggregate
size of those donations and the variety of sources suggest that Congress' tax-
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writers are not dependent upon any particular set of contributors. For those
concerned about interest group capture, such a state of affairs is preferable to
the alternative: legislators heavily indebted for campaign funds to limited
constituencies. The economic theory of regulation suggests that the senators
and representatives who serve on nontax committees will find themselves in
this unfortunate situation, highly reliant for campaign funds upon the
relatively homogeneous interest groups serviced by the committees on which
such legislators sit.

Obj~~~iOns, Qua7ifications and RefinJments
I now want'to anticipate some objections to my anklysis and, where

appropriate, qualify and refine my argument. First, it cad be argued that, if
the generalists who write and administer the tax laws are riot knowledgeable
about particular substantive areas of government, their lack of expertise
engenders a form of capture stemming from their consequent dependence on
the information provided by interest groups. Bureaucrats in direct
expenditure agencies and members of Congress on nontax committees can, the
reasoning goes, independently evaluate the data and proposals advanced by
constituencies within their respective jurisdictions because such legislators
and bureaucrats possess independent, countervailing expertise; tax personnel,
i.ncontrast, are more dependent upon importuning constituencies because tax
personnel cannot assess the validity ofwhat they are told. When, for example,
the farm lobby furnishes data and advice to the Secretary of Agriculture or to
members of Congress' agriculture committees, those individuals can evaluate
that material for themselves or can turn to professional staff which can
evaluate it for them. On the other hand, the argument runs, tax writers and
administrators, generalists lacking specialized expertisei.n agriculture, are
effectively captured by the farm lobby on whose information they depend.

By way of rejoinder, I should first make explicit my skepticism towards
the claim of expertise for direct expenditure institutions[.i] * * *

Finally, even if direct expenditure institutions posses~ superior expertise
in the abstract, such institutions, because of their greatei proclivity towards
political capture, are less likely than tax organizations I to make decisions
actually informed by such expertise. Paradoxically, tax decisionmakers, even
if theoretically less knowledgeable in particular substantive areas, are better
able to make decisions informed by the expertise they do possess because their
more competitive, visible environment frees them to use what expertise they
have.

These observations, in turn, suggest further qualification ofmy thesis: as
individuals and institutions in the tax process specialize to acquire proficiency
in particular areas of substantive policy, the tension between capture and
expertise reemerges. A Treasury lawyer who specializes in the tax problems
of agriculture acquires industry-specific skills and knowledge likely to affect
his views and future employment; a senator with a narrowly-focused concern
,lnout the tax problems of agriculture will develop a relationship with the farm



lobby similar to that of a member of the Senate's agriculture panel. If too
much substantive policy is channeled through the tax committees and the
Treasury, these institutions will be forced to organize themselves internally
by subject matter and thus start to resemble their more capturable direct
expenditure counterparts. '" '" '" [Tlhe tax system does not have infinite
capacity in the generalist, multi-constituency form in which it exists today; if
overutilized, the tax system will be forced to specialize in a fashion which
replicates the expertise and capturability characteristics ofdirect expenditure
institutions.

Another possible rejoinder to my analysis would suggest that the
competitive nature of the second and third stages of the process for adoptinl
direct government outlays compensates for capture in the first and fourth
stages, thereby redeeming the process as a whole from the effects of special
interestS. The Surrey school could concede that, while the specialized
committees ofCongress and the nontax departments of the executive branch
are highly vulnerable to capture by their respective constituencies, the
problem is corrected in the deliberations of the full houses ofCongress and in:
the President's participation in the process. '" '" '" .

While there is an element of truth to this line of thought, there is much
overstatement in it as well. Left to their own devices, the Department of
Agriculture and Congress' agriculture committeeswouldprobably devotemost
of the federal budget to farm subsidies. The full Congress and the President
obviously will not let this happen. However, it overstates the corrective
influence of the President and Congress as a whole to conclude that they can
completely eradicate the consequences of capture in the direct expenditure
committees and executive departments. The consensus among scholars
studying Congress is that a particular clientele's domination of a committee
leads to a final outcome more favorable to that clientele. It is similarly a
commonplace among students of American government that an interest
group's control of an administrative agency affects the final outcome of the
political process in ways favorable to that group.

In terms of the stylized, four stage process, the decisions of legislative
committees set agendas and furnish resources forthe debates ofthe full bodies
in the second stage, thereby affecting the results of those second stage
deliberations. If we view the floors of both houses 88 arenas dedicated to
logrolling, the interest that loses in committee has no log to roll. Conversely,
the interest doing well in committee has more logs to roll and, hence, is likely
to emerge at the end with a larger portion of the overall largesse being
dispensed. By the same token, the President's options are heavily
circumscribed by the actions of the federal bureaucracy, actions which
frequently constitute services supplied to clientele interests.

"'''''''
Implications

What, then, are the implications ofmy analysis? First, and perhaps most
important, are its rhetorical ramifications. Embedded in the tax expenditure
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The organizations that design and implement federal taxes are not ideal
of populated by the pure of heart. However, Madison, like his near
contemporary Adam Smith, reminds us that perfection is not the criterion
against which human institutions ought to be measured and that the utility
of such institutions does not depend upon the motives or moral worthiness of
those who populate them.

My argument further suggests that tax subsidies ought to be preferred to
direct expenditures when there is a need for detached administration and
oversight by decisionmakers less susceptible to capture. Because of his
competing constituencies and functions, the Secretary ofthe Treasury is more
likely to implement an agricultural program independently of farm lobbyists
than the Secretary of Agriculture; the Treasury is also more apt than the
Department of Agriculture to disapprove a farm subsidy it administers and
propose the subsidy's abolition. An important instance of such detached
evaluation is the Treasury's 1984 tax reform study which recommended
abolishing a variety of federal tax subsidies for, inter alia, transportation,
military and mineral interests.78 It is hard to conceive of the direct
expenditure departments proposing such sweeping repeal of the programs they
administer. Similarly, the Ways and Means and Finance panels, because of
their greater visibility and offsetting clientele pressures, are better positioned
than the direct expenditure committees to oversee subsidy programs
objectively.

* * *

literature is an invariable preference, procedural as well as substantive, for
direct government outlays, Similarly embedded in popular and academic
discourse is a pronounced disillusion with the federal tax system, My analysis
suggests a more balanced view of the processes for enacting and administering
VlX subsidies.

'it * *

Notes and Questions
5. The Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB) presents a compilation

of tax expenditures, valuing each separately, but expressly notes that it cannot
provide a total of all the listed tax expenditures. Why does the whole not equal
the sum of the parts?

6. In most cases, tax expenditures are designed to bring about changes
in the behavior of taxpayers. Thus. to the degree the tax expenditure is
successful, we might expect less of the subsidized activity if the subsidy were
removed. Nonetheless, the OMB does not reflect such "behavioral effects" in
its estimates. Why not?
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7. What is the difference between computing tax expenditures on Ii
cash-flow basis and on a present-value basis? Why is the distinction likely to
be particularly important with respect to tax expenditures that take the fol'llt
of deferrals? .

11. Note, however, that even the normal tax baseline embodies "several
major departures from a pure comprehensive income tax." These include the
failure to regard unrealized appreciation as income, failure to take account of
inflation, and accepting a two-level tax on corporate income as part of the
baseline.

9. The problem in .selecting the baseline is dramatically demonstrated
by the realization rule. As we have seen throughout this book, myriad
problems, both conceptual and practical, arise from the failure to tall
unrealized appreciation. Should failure to adhere to the Haig-Simona
definition of income with regard to unrealized gain be regarded as a massive
tax expenditure, or is the realization rule so basic that it is the "norm"? If so;
should instances in which the law requires mark-to-market tax treatment be
regarded as negative tax expenditures?

CHAPTER 11 TAX EXPENDITUREs784

8. The 1974 Congressional Budget Act, which mandated the taa .
expenditure budget, did not specify the "baseline" to which tax expenditure.
are to be compared. This omission is significant, because the baseline is
probably the most important and most controversial aspect ofthe process. 1'Iui
officials charged with preparing the tax expenditure budgets thus have somt-
leeway to change their approach over time, which may lead to charges ot
manipulating the process to serve political goals of the party controlling the
Presidency (in the case of the OMB) or Congress (in the case of the
Congressional Budget Committee).

10.0MB compiles the tax expenditure budget using "reference law"and
"normal tax" baselines. While the reference law baseline is an attempt to
derive a supposed norm from present law, the normal tax baseline deviates
from present law toward the Haig-Simons "ideal,"at least in some respects.
Because the concept of income is broader under Haig-Simons than under
present law, OMBobserves that "[tax expenditures] under the reference law
baseline are generally tax expenditures under the normal tax baseline, but the
reverse is not always true."

Some of the items classified as tax expenditures under the normal tax
baseline, but not under the reference law baseline, are of significance. For
example, accelerated depreciation (more rapid than economic depreciation)
and corporate tax rates below the top rate (35 percent) are regarded as tax
expenditures under the normal tax baseline, but not under the reference law
baseline.



12. The Appendix to the OMB tax expenditure budget for FY 2009, like
most Bush-era tax expenditure budgets, undertakes an alternative
computation of tax expenditures using a comprehensive, or Haig-Simons,
baseline. Is such a baseline to be preferred to those traditionally used in the
tax expenditure budget?

14. The Appendix of the FY 2009 (Bush) tax expenditure budget
attempts to analyze tax expenditures under a comprehensive, Haig-Simons,
definition of income. Difficulties, results some perhaps unexpected,
immediately appear. Given the broader sweep of income under the Haig-
Simons definition than under the norms of current law, one counterintuitive
result is that some items presently classified as tax expenditures might not be
regarded as tax expenditures under the comprehensive tax baseline. For
example, deductions for home mortgage interest and property taxes on owner-
occupied housing are regarded as tax expenditures under the traditional tax
expenditure budget. But if the imputed value of living in the owner-occupied
house should be regarded as Haig-Simons income, then associated expenses,
such as interest and property taxes, would be appropriate deductions, and thus
those deductions should not be regarded as tax expenditures.
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13. While tax expenditures, almost by definition, make the Internal
Revenue Code longer and more complex, particular tax expenditures can
actually simplify compliance with, and administration of, the law. Simplifying
tax expenditures include provisions such as section 121 (effectively exempting
from income most capital gains on sales of principal residences) and section
179 (allowing many taxpayers to immediately deduct purchases of equipment,
rather than deducting the cost over time through capitalization and
depreciation). I

On the other hand, many tax expenditures clearly result in significant
complication on all levels. An important example is the earned income tax
credit, which brings millions of individuals who otherwise would not need to
file returns into contact with the Internal Revenue Service. Whatever benefits
the EITC may bring, simplifying life for either low-income. taxpayers or the
Service is not among them. (But, on the third hand, any program designed to
deliver tens of billions of government dollars to low-income individuals would
have to entail considerable complexity for the recipients and for some
government agency.)

:8. TAX EXPENDITURES DESCRIBED AND DEFENDED
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15. Traditionally, little or no official attention has been given to
deviations from the norm that increase taxes (such as various limitations on
the deduction of losses). Do you find useful the concept of negative tax
expenditures explored in the FY 2009 Appendix?

16. The double tax on corporate earnings can be viewed as a negative tax
expenditure. The FY 2009 Appendix notes that Congress granted partial relief
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21. How does a reduction in income tax rates affect tax expenditures?

22. Is the concept of tax expenditures merely a way of framing the issue
as to what should be included in the income tax base?

23. If a credit against tax is allowed for purchase of a depreciable asset,
should the tax basis of the asset thereafter be the full price paid for it or its
cost reduced by the tax credit?

24. Professor Surrey argued that almost any tax expenditure could be
duplicated, in substantive effect, by a direct expenditure program. Is this
correct? What difference would it make? Would direct expenditures be more
closely scrutinized? Would direct expenditures exclude as potential
beneficiaries those with so little income that they paid no income tax, as tax
expenditures routinely do?

25. Would charities be indifferent if Congress ended the tax deduction
for charitable contributions and substituted, as Professor Surrey suggested, "a
direct expenditure program under which the Government matched with its
grants, on a no-questions-asked and no-second-thoughts basis, the gifts of
private individuals to the charities they selected"?i Would such a direct
expenditure be constitutional if the charity were a church?

26. Of course, even a tax expenditure in the form of a charitable
contribution deduction could be constitutionally suspect. In a detailed review
of this topic, Professor Linda Sugin concludes that, though the issue is not
entirely free from doubt: "Indirect benefits do not imply government support
and approval to the same extent as benefits that emanate straight from the
government, "k and "it is clear that the economic equivalence of tax benefits and
direct spending is not the most important factor to consider in establishment
clause analysis. ,,)

27. The structure of a tax expenditure can be important. Prior to the
Tax Reform Act of1986, taxpayers over the age of65 and blind taxpayers were
allowed an additional personal exemption, which had the effect of a deduction
for all such taxpayers. The 1986 Act, in addition to reducing the amount of the
benefit, changed its structure-rather than a personal exemption available to
all aged and blind taxpayers, it was restructured as an increased standard
deduction, which is of no value to those who itemize deductions.m What policy
choices, or what views of the effects of age or blindness, justifY one structure

j. Surrt:y, supra note a, at I :U.
k. Linda Sugin. Tax £rpl'lIdiIU/"l' .'/I/III\'sis alld COlls/illl/iolllll Decisiolls. 50 HASTINGS L.J. -t07 •
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I. Id. at 472.
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as compared to the other? What different set of decisions would be reflected
by converting the tax advantage to a "refundable" credit?

28. Why does Congress give a tax advantage to taxpayers who are
elderly or blind. and not to taxpayers with other affiictions, such as
quadriplegia? Can such distinctions be defended?

29. Tax expenditures arising from deferral of tax liability have attracted
relatively little political opposition, perhaps because the advantages of deferral
are better understood by the beneficiaries than by the general public.
Moreover, such tax expenditures can be defended political1y on the grounds
that the tax is "merely" being postponed.

Tax expenditures arising from deferral are difficult to quantify because
the cost to the government depends not only on the amount and length of
deferment, but also on the interest rate assumed in computing the time value
ofmoney. In measuring these tax expenditures, the Office ofManagement and
Budget uses as a discount rate "the interest rate on comparable maturity
Treasury debt." Is this appropriate, or should we look to what the typical
taxpayer would have to pay to borrow money?

30. Professor Zelinsky asserts that Surrey and his adherents have
unfairly painted tax expenditures, in part due to a failure to "compare the
messy realities of tax preferences with the equally unattractive realities of
direct expenditure programs."

31. Zelinsky asserts that the choice between tax expenditures and direct
expenditures may entail a tradeoff between expertise and "capture." Which
way does a desire for knowledgeable decisionmakers point? What does
Zelinsky mean by "capture," and why does he view capture as a serious
concern?

32. Zelinsky uses agriculture to illustrate his argument. Given that all
three officials are appointed by the President and serve at his pleasure, why
is it more likely that the Secretary of Agriculture will be more responsive to a
particular constituency (agricultural interests) than will the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue?

33. Professor Zelinsky makes a telling point, in noting the broad
Treasury proposals in 1984 (''Treasury I," which ultimately led to the Tax
Reform Act of 1986), and observing that "[ill is hard to conceive of the direct
expenditure departments proposing such sweeping repeal of the programs they
administer."

34. For reasons perhaps more obvious, members of the House and Senate
agriculture committees are far more likely to he allied with agriculture
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interests than are members of the Ways and Means and Finance
Committees-or than the membership of the House and Senate as a whole.
Who is likely to seek a seat on an agriculture committee-a representative of
a rural or urban state or district? From what industry can a member of an
agricultural committee look to receive a disproportionate share of her
campaign contributions?

Professor Zelinsky's point is not that the tax committees are "inhabited
exclusively by the pure of heart," but that they are more likely to serve
disparate, compEltingconstituencies.

35. After reading Professor Zelinsky's argument, are you, like he,
"agnostic" concerning the choice between tax expenditures and direct
expenditure programs, or do you generally prefer one approach or the other?

36. A relatively new statute, the Government Performance and Results
Act of 1993 ("Results Act"), offers the possibility of more effective oversight of
government programs, including those administered through tax expenditures.
In response to that Act, each year's Tax Expenditure Budget includes an
appendix that evaluates tax expenditures and compares them to direct
expenditures and regulations, which are alternative means of pursuing
governmental goals. (See Appendix of the 2011 Tax Expenditure Budget;
similar appendices have been in each budget since 1993.)

Professor Mary Heen concludes that "[t]he Results Act framework, if
comprehensively applied, provides a new opportunity to address the
management and oversight problems posed by the use of tax expenditures as
alternatives to direct expenditure programs,"" While promising in theory,
however, Professor Heen expresses concern, based on early experience with
two employment tax credits (Welfare-to-Work Tax Credit and Work
Opportunity Tax Credit), that the information generated by the executive
review may not lead to effective legislative oversight:

The lack of integrated review in these particular cases does not
derive from a lack of transparency or a dearth of data; instead, it
represents, depending upon your view of the legislative process,
either "business as usual" or a structural failure to consider tax
system and direct spending alternatives as part of a coordinated
program review process.o

C. THE TAX EXPENDITURES
CONCEPT CHALLENGED
Unless carefully confined, the premise of the tax expenditures concept

might be ridiculed by reductio ad absurdum: any portion of a taxpayer's

11. Mary L.. H.:cn. Reil1l,t'l1ling Tar E.rl'el/ililllrt' Rt'/iJ/"l1I: IlIIl'rrJl'lllg Pmgralll Ol'ersig/71 elltlt'/"
tit" (;(}\"'I'I1I1/('1I1 f'a/orlll(III(C (//It! Res/lll.' .4('1, ,'~ W.\Id. F( )KI'S I l.. RI v, 751, x25 (2000),

II Id ,It x2().
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income that the Government allows the taxpayer to keep would be a tax
expenditure. In a slightly le88 extreme form, under a progressive income tax
rate structure, any revenue lost by failure to tax everyone at the top bracket
rate might be considered a tax expenditure. •

The more limited view of tax expenditures requires the application of
normative standards, but, as the excerpts in tHis subchapter demonstrate,

Ithese standards are open to challenge. Professors Kahn and Lehman argue
that the definition of the "norm" in tax law candot be divorced from broader
societal judgments-that the tax laws "serve to re~ public values that are
'normative' in every sense of the word except the one used by advocates of tax
expenditure budgets." Professor Bittker, perhaps the leading tax scholar of his
generation, criticized the tax expenditure concept in 1969, when Stanley
Surrey's idea was new and prior to the 1974 congressional mandate for an
annual tax expenditure budget. Finally, the brief excerpt from Philip Oliver
may cast doubt on the concept by suggesting that one deduction generally
regarded as a classic tax expenditure-the deduction for home mortgage
interest-may be helpful in equitably measuring income, rather than merely
furthering the nontax g6al of assisting taxpayerS in purchasing homes.
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EXPENDITURE BUDGETS: A CRITICAL VIEW
Douglas A. Kahn- "Jeffrey a.Lehman.-

54 Tax Notes 1661, 1661.63 (1992)
The various tax expenditure budgets prepared in the legislative and

executive branches purport to carry out a straightforward task. They claim to
identitY those situations in which Congress has departed from the "normative,"
"normal," or "correct" tax rule in a way that is equivalent to the appropriation
of public funds. Or, as it is sometimes put, they expose circumstances in which
Congress has chosen to subsidize certain activities indirectly, through the
Internal Revenue Code.

Yet, the very statement of the task exposes its Achilles heel. It assumes
I

the existence of one true, "correctt "normative" rule offederal income taxation
that should be applied to any given transaction. The collection of all such rules

I

stands as a kind of Platonic Internal Revenue Co~e, an implicit reprimand to
the flawed efforts of our mortal Congress. i

We believe that questions of tax policy are more complicated than that.
An ideal Internal Revenue Code makes no rrtore sense than an ideal
Environmental Protection Act or an ideal Penal Code. An income tax stands
inside, not outside, the society that enacts it.

The particular contours of our federal income tax serve to reaffirm public
values that are "normative" in every sense of the word except the one used by
advocates of tax expenditure budgets. The disallowance of a deduction for
illegal bribes confirms that we think they are naughty. Similarly, the
limitation on losses from wagering transactions shows that we do not consider 0'"
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them to be an appropriate foundation for a career. Conversely. the exclusion
from income of tort recoveries is an expre~sion of public compassion. And our
refusal to tax people when their neighbors help them move furniture, or (as
,.;oInehave suggested) when they enjoy a few moments of leisure, suggests a
.~h<lredsense of a private domain in which even the tax collector will respect
pt'ople's right to be left alone.

Experts can help to clarify the implications of one tax policy choice over
another. They can show how one choice favors one particular set of moral,
political, or economic commitments over another. They can argue for greater
consistency in the way tensions among such commitments are resolved. They
can estimate the differences in the amount and distribution of revenues that
would be collect~d under different regimes. But, the ultimate choicemust rest
with the citizen and not the oracle.
The choice Among utopias

Let us describe a series of perspectives that are frequently presented
concerning the ideal nature of an income tax:

(1) For some observers of the tax scene, any tax that alters citizen
behavior is terribly unfortunate. Such observers decry any tax that alters
individuals' economic incentives from what they would have been in a world
with no taxes and a perfect marketplace. They would prefer that the
government raise its revenues exclusively by taxing (a) activities that generate
negative externalities, and (b) goods for which the demand is entirely inelastic.
Since no income tax can pretend to be nondistortional, such observers view all
income taxes as tainted by a kind of "original sin."

(2) Other, more practically minded observers, worry that the taxes that
would satisfy perspective (1) would not generate enough revenues for the
government to finance its current level of operations. They believe that
Nicholas Kaldor had it right almost 40 years ago, when he argued that the
proper income tax system is what we now call a consumption tax. Such
observers are willing to accept the fact that a consumption tax biases
taxpayers' choice between labor and leisure. They console themselves with the
observation that at least a consumption tax avoids biasing the choice between
savings and current consumption.

(3) Another set of commentators objects that a consumption tax that
would satisfy perspective (2) ignores the new economic power reflected in
congealed, unconsumed, newly acquired wealth. They contend that all such
economic power should be reckoned in the tax base, perhaps as a proxy for an
(ideal) wealth tax. For such observers, the touchstone ofincome taxation must
he the sum of consumption and wealth accumulation-what is commonly
known as Haig-Simons income.

(4) Still other commentators find fault with the pure Haig-Simons
approach endorsed under perspective (3). It would offend such commentators'
notions of privacy to tax citizens on unrealized asset appreciation and on
imputed income from services or durable goods. Or, at least, it would require
a preposterous expenditure of administrative resources in an ultimately futile
quest. These observers would prefer that we tax Haig-Simons income to the

,
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extent it is realized through market interactions.
(5) Yet another set of commentators finds fault with even the

market-delimited, realization-qualified version of the Haig-Simons approach
suggested by perspective (4). They believethat such an approach unacceptably
distorts investor incentives, leading them to oven!onsume and undersave, to

I

indulge in too much leisure and not enough work. While they are in sympathy
with the political vision that would allocate th~ tax burden according to
accumulating economic power, they favor qu~fications to that vision
whenever the cost to productive incentives appears to jeopardize economic
growth.

(6) Finally, one finds the United States Congress. It apparently believes
that even the approach dictated by perspective (5)would leave the American
economy in the wrong place. Not enough research and development, not
enough low-income housing, not enough money in the hands of working
families with children, not enough money in the hands of churches and
museums, too many renters and not enough homeowners, etc., etc., etc.

If one is prone to depression, one can view the foregoing list of
perspectives from (1) to (8) as identifying a kind of linear decline. Each is one
step further from the Garden of Eden of distortion-free taxation. We-view
them differently. We prefer to see each perspective as emphasizing different
elements in a basket of normative values-efficiency (in the neoclassical
economic sense), consumption/savings neutrality, privacy, equity,
administrability, charity, pragmatism, etc.

What is disturbing about the language of tax expenditures is its tone of
moral absolutism. The tax expenditure budget is said to distinguish "normal"
tax practice from that which is deviant. Sometimes it is said to distinguish
provisions that are "normative" (?) from those that are (presumably)
nonnormative (?I). This language is doubly confus~g. First, it suggests that
provisions that fit within the implicit baseline of the tax expenditure budget
are somehow pure, safe, and good. They should.not be changed because
"neutral" principles have blessed them. Convers~ly, the language suggests.
that provisions that fall outside the implicit baseline of the tax expenditure
budget (tax expenditures) are somehow corrupt, dangerous, and evil. They

I

should be changed as soon as possible to conformwi.ththe "neutral" position.
To flirt with them is to call one's probity into question.

This is, of course, a bit of an overstatement. But, it captures the
rhetorical direction of the tax expenditure budget. And that rhetorical
direction is grossly misleading. The tax expenditure budget's conception ofan
appropriate tax base has no legitimate claim to establishing the terms of
political debate. * * *
The Illusion or value-Free precision-An Example

The reference point for construction of the tax expenditure budget is a
measure of taxable income that is close to position (4) above, with some
variations. That may be some people's Platonic Internal Revenue Code, but
it is obviouslynot everyone's. The choiceamongperspectives is a contestable,
contingent, political decision. Thus, while the several existing tax expenditure
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regarded as only a first step in achieving the "full accounting" envisioned by
Mr. Surrey. '" '" '"

It has been a familiar exercise for many years to compute the "cost" of a
proposed tax provision by estimating the amount of revenue that would be lost

I

by its enactment; and at first blush, a "full *counting" seems to require
nothing more than an aggregation of such esti!mates, based on existing tax
concessions, rather than on proposed ones. If that were its only prerequisite,
an expansion of the Treasury's estimating facilities and staff would bring us
close to achieving the promise of a "full accounting." To be fully informative,
of course, the estimates would have to take account of the fact that tax
concessions influence behavior; since the revenue "lost" by virtue of any tax
provision depends in part on its absence, its "cost" cannot be accurately
measured by merely recomputing the tax liability on the return as filed. It
might turn out that the revenue effects of tax incentive provisions, if they
succeed in their objective of altering behavior, are especially difficult to
estimate-although these are precisely the provisions that are most in need
of cost effectiveness studies. '" '" '"

Even ifthe Treasury's estimates could be refined to take into account tax-
induced changes in behavior, however, a major obstacle in achieving a "full
accounting" would remain, viz., the fact that a systematic compilation of
revenue losses requires an agreed starting point, departures from which can
be identified. What is needed is not an ad hoc list of tax provisions, but a
generally acceptable model, or set of principles, enabling us to decide with
reasonable assurance which income tax provisions are departures from the
model, whose costs are to be reported as "tax expenditures." In this
connection, it is important to note that the proposed "full accounting" is
evidently intended to embrace every provision that serves as the substitute for
an appropriation, including those that are solely or primarily distributive in
function (e.g., the extra $600 exemption for the blind and the aged).p

In listing the exclusion of social security benefits as a "tax expenditure"
that ought to be reflected in the Federal Budg~t as aid to the elderly, the

I

Treasury analysts very likely had in mind the fact that these receipts
I

constitute income under the Haig-Simons definition. Conversely, their study
accepts the deduction of business expenses und~r ~162 as necessary to the
accurate determination of net income, with the result that the revenue "lost"
by virtue of this provision is not reported as a "tax expenditure" to aid private
enterprise. In making this distinction, no value judgment is intended: the
deduction of business expenses and the exclusion of social security benefits are
not treated differently because one provision is "good" and the other "bad," but
because one is helpful or necessary in defining net income, while the other
distorts the computation of income. Thus, in asking that the revenue losses
resulting from "deliberate departures from accepted concepts of net income
and through special exemptions, deductions and credits" be reported as
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p. Present law no longer provides an additional personal exemption for aged and blind
taxpayers; they are entitled, however. to an increased standard deduction. Section 63(t). (Ed.)
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"('xpenditures." Mr. Surrey noted that these I.tax benefit provisions" will have
to he separated from provisions that serve to define income accurately: "We
"hould not, of course, overlook the difficulties of interpretation or
measurement involved here."" ';' "" In the same vpin. the Treasury study
,~eeks to identi(Y the provisions of existing law that deviate "from widely
<lccepted definitions of income and standards of business accounting and from
the generally accepted structure of an income tax."

To efTect a "full accounting," then, we must first construct an ideal or
currect income tax structure. departures from which will be reflected as "tax
expenditures" in the National Budget. Although Mr. Surrey is not explicit on
the point, his proposal has much in common with the call for a comprehensive
income tax base, which similarly presupposes an ideal tax structure-based
on the Haig-Simons definition of income-any departure from which is to be
regarded as a mllverick that must shoulder a heavy burden of justification.

The call for a "full accounting" does not by itself imply that repeal of all
of these provisions is feasible or desirable, but only that the revenue lost by
sticking with existing law should be disclosed in the Budget. At the same
time, it is not insignificant that Mr. Surrey doubts the "efficiency" of these
provisions and their ability to withstand public scrutiny if viewed as
expenditures; after all, the purpose of the "full accounting" is to stimulate a re-
examination of "tax expenditures," rather than merely to record them for
economic historians or antiquarian statisticians. Unless the "full accounting"
is to be limited to those provisions that the incumbent Secretary of the
Treasury wants Congress to repeal, however, it will require a formidable list
of tax provisions to be reflected as "expenditures" if the Haig-Simons definition
is to be the criterion for judging the extent of the current Internal Revenue
Code's departure from "a proper measurement of net income."

Such a comprehensive list of "tax expenditures" would include a number
of items that Congress has so far shown no interest in repealing, despite the
magnitude of the revenue "lost" by their preservation. Thus, the cash receipts
and disbursements method of accounting for income-which conflicts with the
Haig-Simons definition because it does not currently reflect changes in the
taxpayer's net worth-can be described as a "tax subsidy," granted for the
double purpose of simplifying the income-reporting process for taxpayers with
rudimentary records and of easing the payment problem for taxpayers who
have rendered services or sold property, but have not yet collected from their
customers and clients. Another example of a "tax expenditure" that has
hitherto been considered sacrosanct is the exclusion ofunrealized appreciation
from income, a "preference" that is customarily accepted by even the most
confirmed advocates of a comprehensive income tax base on the ground that
difficulties in valuing the taxpayer's assets make it administratively
impossible to apply the Haig-Simons definition in this area. * * *

A whole-hearted enemy of "backstairs" spending might, I suppose, argue

9, SUlTe~. The lnilcu Income lax S~.,tCI1l- - lhe ~el'd ti,r a Full Accounling (speech to Money
\ I.lrh'll'Crs.""', I S. I 'ill 7), p. :'i.
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that a disclosure of the cost of the cash receipts and disbursements method of
accounting or of the realization concept would be a first step to their
elimination. ,,*,;.

Favorable legislative action on such proposilis is so remote a possibility,
however, that one may be inclined to argue fdr reporting in the National
Budget only those "tax expenditures" that Con~ess is likely to repeal-once
they have been brought into the open. But if the "full accounting" is to be
limited in this fashion, some of the prime candidates for inclusion on the
"expenditure" side might fall by the wayside. I am not at all sure, for example,
that percentage depletion and the immunity of state and municipal bond
interest are more vulnerable to Congressional hostility than the cash method
of accounting. * * '"

Assuming a consistent application ofthe Haig-Simons definition, however,
there are many other areas that would generate "tax expenditures" for
inclusion in the Budget, including the exclusion from taxable income of gifts,
bequests, life insurance proceeds, and recoveries for personal injuries and
wrongful death; * '" '" personal and dependency exemptions; imputed income
from assets and housewives' services; the non.;recognition provisions (e.g.,
exchanges oflike-kind property, corporate reorganizations, etc,); depreciation
deductions that exceed declines in market value * * *; current deductions for
expenditures that have value beyond the current year (e.g., research and
experimental expenses, institutional advertising, and outlays for industrial
know-how); special accounting privileges (e.g., installment sale reporting); the
foreign tax credit15 and other items. The Treasury study-perhaps because it
is offered as a "minimum" rather than comprehensive list-makes a number
of compromises in applying the Haig-Simons definition in these areas. Thus,
it estimates the cost of excluding employers' contributions to pension plans and
the interest component of life insurance savings, but not the revenue cost of
excluding increases in the taxpayer's net worth resulting from other
transactions. Similarly debatable lines are drawn at other points, in that the
study estimates the revenue cost of excluding or deducting: public assistance,
but not gifts from charitable agencies, friends, land relatives; sick pay and
workmen's compensation, but not recoveries and settlements in personal
injury suits; child care expenses of employees, but not their moving expenses;
accelerated depreciation on buildings, but not straight-line depreciation (even
though it too may exceed the property's decline in market value); the

15. The foreign tax credit protects taxpayers with foreign operations against double income
taxation; but of all possible ways of accomplishing this end. it is the most costly for the United
States. If its cost were reflected as a "tax expenditure:' Congress might decide that relief from
double taxation could be procured more "efficiently" by hiring more persuasive ambassadors,
speaking softly but carrying a big stick, or threatening to reduce our appropriations for foreign aid.
In the alternative, Congress might decide that if a deduction is a sufficient recognition of the added
burden of a state or local income tax, it is equally sufficient in the case of a foreign tax. The proper
treatment of the foreign tax credit is discussed in the Treasury's Tax Expenditure Budget, Annual
R"'"portof the Secretary ofthc Treasury on the State of the Finances (fiscal year ended June 30, 1(68)
( 19(9), p. .'3 I ; hut no estimate of its cost is made hecause of (he complexity of the issues involved.
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,'xpensing of research und experimental expenditures, but not the rapid
amortization of such outlays (even if their long-term value is substantial). nor
the expensing of comparable outlays for good will. industrial know-how, etc.;
Ilonbusiness state and local taxes. but not foreign ta-xes. * ':'"'

The revenue cost of the omitted items may have been too difficult to
t.~timate with the data at hand when the Tax Expenditure Budget was
f,Jrepared; I mention them not to criticize an admittedly "minimum" list for
conforming to its self-description, but to illustrate the scope of the Haig-
Simons definition. Because I have recently discussed the ramifications of a
consistent adherence to this definition, I will not undertake to list here the
many other provisions of existing law that, in my opinion, depart from that
definition. SuffICeit to say that a "full accounting" for these departures would
be a formidable undertaking, comparable to Prof. Charles O. Galvin's
challenging proposal for a tax model based on the comprehensive income tax
base concept. There is, however, a major difference between the two projects,
stemming from the fact that the Haig-Simons definition provides no guidance
to many structural issues that must be decided in any income tax law. As to
these decisions, the unofficial research model proposed by Prof. Galvin can
experiment with alternatives, while the Treasury's "full accounting" will have
to select one "correct" model against which to measure existing law. Because
I see no way to select such an "official" model for these structural provisions,
I am not sanguine about the prospects for a "full accounting."

One such area is the rate structure. In 1964, income tax rates were
substantially reduced, for the stated purpose of encouraging economic growth.
Since an alternative method of accomplishing this objective was a federal
subsidy, should the reduction have been reflected in the Treasury's "Tax
Expenditure Budget?" The logic of the "full accounting" approach suggests an
affirmative response, so that the cost of this effort to increase economic growth
by a rate reduction would be constantly brought to public attention, thus
pncouraging an annual review of both the merits of its objective and its
efficiency as compared with other devices and programs to accomplish the
same end. * * *

Once it is decided that a rate reduction may be a form of "back door
spending," however, we encounter a troublesome-perhaps an
insoluble-problem of measurement. The cost of the 1964 experiment in
encouraging economic growth by a rate reduction might, I suppose, be
ascertained by computing the difference between (a) the revenue actually
collected, and (hI the amount that would have been produced if the old rates
had been perpetuated. (Ideally, of course, account should be taken of the effect
of the reduced rate on the volume of taxable income; but if this is not done for
other "tax expenditures," presumably it would not be done in this instance
l'ither.) The aggregate cost of the tax reduction would then be allocated among
iIleome classes, to reflect the cost of the tax cut for each such group. This
process could be repeated for each tax cut in our history. so that the "tax
l'xpenditure~ section of the National Rudget wuuld report, separately, the
'c()~t'. of every such change. da~sitied a~ an aid to invc,.;tment, 11 device to
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encourage consumer spending, and so on, depending on its purpose. The
aggregate to be reported for the current year would thus be the difference
between the revenue produced by the rates actually in effect, and the amount
that would have been produced if the highest rates in history had been
preserved. The benchmark year would vary from one taxable income class to
. another, of course, since the peak rate applicable to each class would be the
standard for determining the "cost" of encouraging that group of taxpayers to
engage in investment, consumption, or other tax ..favored activity.

* * *
Another problem-equally unsolved by the Haig-Simons definition, but

equally troublesome to the "full accounting" approach-is the taxable unit to
be used in computing the "tax expenditures" that are to be reflected in the
National Budget. The problem can be illustrate~ by a question: should the
difference between the tax liability of a married m~ (or a head of a household)
and thAt of a single individual with the same tuable income be reflected on
the expenditure side of the National Budget, as a'subsidy to family life, in the
interest of a "full accounting"? * * * i

It would simplify the search for a "full accounting" to accept the Code's
existing classification of taxpayers, disregarding the possibility that structural
decisions in this area constitute "tax expenditur~s." If this were to be done,
however, it would seem equally appropriate to me to treat taxpayers who are
blind, over 65, or otherwise "different" as appropriate taxpaying units whose
exemptions or other allowances are simply devices for imposing rates
appropriate to their divergent taxpaying abilities; and the same could be said
of taxpayers who have minor children, support aged parents, suffer from
illness, or are victimized by fire or theft. * * *

A taxonomic problem that creates similar difficulties for a "full
accounting" arises from the separate rate schedules that are applicable under
current law to individuals and corporations. Does the fact that the individual
rate is lower than the corporate rate at the $5,000 income level mean that the
difference is a "tax expenditure" to aid low-bracket individuals? Conversely,
'since the corporate rate is lower than the individual rate at the $200,000 level,
does this difference constitute a "tax expenditure" to aid corporate business?
Or are the two rate schedules simply not to be compared, on the theory that
we have two entirely separate income taxes, each levied on its own self-
contained group of taxpayers? * * *

Of course, if the Haig-Simons definition were to be applied to individual
taxpayers with rigor, there would be no need to compute the income of legal
entities like corporations, since the natural person's net worth computation
would have fully taken the corporate activities into account. On this theory,
the "tax expenditure" to be reported in the interest of achieving a "full
accounting" would take account of the taxes that would be collected from
individual shareholders if unrealized appreciation and depreciation on their
stock entered into the computation of income. The Treasury's "Tax
Expenditure Budget," however, does not attempt such a rigorous application
of the Haig-Simons definition, but instead contains estimates of the revenue
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cost of existing provisions relating to Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations,
the excess bad debt reserves of financial institutions, and the deferral of tax
on shipping companies.

The study's working hypothesis, stated without independent discussion,
is "(t]he assumption inherent in current law, that corporations are separate
entities and subject to income taxation independently from their
shareholders." * * * Yet the exemption from corporate tax that is granted to
Subchapter S corporations and regulated investment companies is not treated
as a "tax expenditure"; evidently it is appropriate to view these corporations
as conduits rather than entities. * * * (D]ifficulties in deciding whether
corporations are conduits or entities suggest that there simply are no
"generally accepted" principles specifying the proper relationship between a
corporation's income and its shareholders' tax liability-with the result that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to apply the "tax expenditure" concept in this•area.

The proper classification of tax-exempt organizations presents another
problem for the "full accounting" approach. Should the tax exemptions
accorded to educational institutions, churches, charitable organizations, social
clubs, and other non-profit institutions be reflected as "tax expenditures" to
benefit education, religion, charity, and social intercourse? Or is it more
appropriate to view the federal income tax as a device by which the
government shares in the profits of activities that are carried on for the
personal benefit of individual taxpayers, so that the activities of nonprofit
institutions are not a proper subject for income taxation? So regarded, the tax
exemption accorded to these institutions is an acknowledgment of, rather than
a departure from, the "true nature" of the federal income tax; and hence it is
not a "tax expenditure" required for a "full accounting" in the National
Budget. * * *

The same question-is tax-exemption an "expenditure" or not?-must be
answered with respect to state and mUnicipal governmental agencies, which
are not taxed by the federal government on their income, whether derived
from taxation, the sale of property or services, investments, or other sources.
One might, of course, assert that the immunity from federal taxation that is
enjoyed by state and local governments constitutes an "expenditure" because
it accomplishes the same result as federal grants to these agencies; and that
a failure to acknowledge this infusion of federal assistance understates the
federal contribution to their well-being. On the other hand, one is tempted to
argue that governmental agencies (even if engaged in activities that compete
with private business) do not realize "income" in the Haig-Simons sense, or
that, if they do, the federal income tax properly exempts them because it is
concerned only with activities carried on for private profit. If this view is
accepted, their exemption would not be recorded as a "tax expenditure."

Ifwe conclude that the tax exemption accorded to non-profit organizations
and governmental agencies is not a tax expenditure, however, a doubt arises
about the proper way to reflect the deductions allowed to individuals for
charitable contributions and state and local taxes, as well as the exclusion
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from taxable income of state and municipal bond interest. To the extent that
these tax provisions inure to the benefit of the individual taxpayer, they might
be properly classified as tax expenditures. To the extent of the benefit inuring
to the non-profit or governmental agency, howev~r, should these exemptions
be bracketed with the agency's own exemption, ~d excluded from the list of
"tax expenditures"? If the purpose of a "full accoU;nting" is to disclose the cost
of all "government expenditures made through the tax system," it would seem
desirable to fish or cut bait: either record the taX-exempt organization's tax
benefits as "expenditures" whether they derive from its own exemption or from

. concessions allowed to others that are passed on to it; or disregard these
benefits entirely. To pick and choose among these tax provisions, recording
some but not others as "tax expenditures," is a way of compromising on a
middle ground, but it falls short of a "full accounting."

>Ie >Ie >Ie

SECTION 265(2): A COUNTERPRODUCTIVE
SOLUTION TO A NONEXISTENT PROBLEM

Philip D. OliverO
40 Tax Law Review 351, 394-96 (1985)

The taxpayer with ready cash can purchase a house outright. Instead of
investing his cash to earn a taxable stream of income and then paying
nondeductible rent from after-tax dollars, in effect, he can receive a tax.free
flow of imputed income from the personal residence. The interest deduction
places the taxpayer purchasing his house with borrowed funds in a similar
position. For example, suppose each of three taxpayers, A, B, and C, desires
to purchase a personal residence costing $50,000. A and B each has $50,000
of ready cash; thus, they can purchase their residences for cash, or invest the
cash and purchase the residences with borrowed funds. C has no available
assets and therefore must borrow in order to purchase his residence. Assume
further, and somewhat artificially, that the taxpayers can lend or borrow
money at 10% interest. Ignoring the transactions described below, the three
taxpayers have equal taxable income and will itefuize deductions.

A uses his $50,000 cash to purchase his hbuse. He receives neither
taxable income nor a deduction as a result of the, transaction. The imputed
income of the rental value of the house, of course,: is not included in income.

Unlike A, B chooses to invest his $50,000 cash at 10% interest. He
borrows $50,000, also at 10%, to purchase his house. B receives taxable
income of$5,OOOfrom his investment, but the deduction for the $5,000 interest
paid by BwiIl offset the interest income. Ds taxable income therefore is equal
to A's. IS. Because these taxpayers have engaged in transactions that are ..

.~
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•. At time of original publication, Associate Professor of Law, University of Arkansas at Little
Rock.
184. A and 8 may not have identical taxable incomes since 8's offsetting income and deduction

may affect other computations. • ••
Of more importance is the assumption that all three taxpayers would itemize deductions even



substantially equivalent in economic terms, their taxable income should be
affected in the same way.

C, having no choice, also borrows to purchase his residence. Like E, he
receives a $5,000 interest deduction. Since Chas no offsetting income item,
Chas $5,000 less taxable income then either A or B. This result, however, is
precisely what we should expect. A and B each has $50,000 of assets that,
given a 10% interest rate of return, will produce $5,000 annually.

* * *

,
I
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The denial of an interest deduction thus would favor those with liquid
excess cash and the ability to divert it to investments producing only untaxed
imputed income. It would disfavor those who borrow to purchase assets that
produce imputed income. The interest deduction thus effectively allows those
not having sufficient wealth and liquidity to purchase personal assets without
borrowing to eI\ioy the benefits of untaxed imputed personal income.

* * *
Notes aDd QuestioDs

37. In criticizing the tax expenditures concept, Professors Kahn and
Lehman did not mean that every provision in the Internal Revenue Code is
normal because it exists, thus depriving us of any standard for judgment. They
are saying, in effect, that "normal" is not a useful standard. Virtually every
tax provision has political or social implications. In their view, all provisions
should be reviewed on their merits, without trying for an automatic rule that
will distinguish tax expenditures from normal provisions.

38. Should failure to adopt the Haig-Simons definition of income be
regarded as a tax expenditure?

39. Many items generally regarded as tax expenditures are also
identified as items of tax preference under the alternative minimum tax
provisions (sections 55-59). The AMT provisions demonstrate congressional
ambivalence about these items. Does the existence of the AMT provisions
support either the proponents or the detractors of the tax expenditures
concept?

40. Professor Bittker argues persuasively that a "full accounting" of tax
expenditures is likely to be unattainable. Yet not all the distinctions are as
nebulous as he suggests. For example, consider his comparison of the
exclusion from gross income of Social Security benefits (classified in the official
tax expenditure budgets as a tax expenditure favoring the elderly) with the

without the interest deduction. If this were not the case, A would be in a favored position since a
pl1rtion of the interest deduction ofB and Cwould be absorbed by the zero bracket amount. and only
the excess would be deductible. See I.R.C. 9 63.

These refinements, however. do not alter the basic point. The interest deduction. even in the
l:<lselIf interest arising from a purdy personal expenditure. assures suhstantial equity among these
rhrl:e typical taxpayers.
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section 162 deduction of business expenses (notclassified as a tax expenditure
favoring business). Do you agree with the classifications of the official tax
expenditure budgets, or agree with Bittker' suggestion that either of these
provisions might logically be included as part of a "full accounting"?

41. In evaluating critiques such as those put forward by Kahn and
Lehman, and by Bittker, remember that the fair question is not whether the
tax expenditure technique is perfect. No analytic tool will ever meet that test.
The question should be whether, even with its considerable imperfections, the
. tax expenditure concept, on balance, is helpful to Congress and the public in
understanding what is going on in the large and complex federal budget.

42. Does Oliver's argument suggest that the home mortgage interest
deduction is justified? That it does not constitute a tax expenditure?.

43. Note that defense of the present-law home mortgage interest
deduction is necessary only because present law fails to reach the imputed
income generated by owner-occupied homes. A more ideal system might tax
all owners on the imputed income from housing, in which case the interest
deduction, as an expense associated with the generation of taxable income,
clearly would be appropriate. In that case, the three taxpayers in Oliver's
example would have appropriate differences in taxable income as a matter of
course.

44. Are we left with a hopeless standoff between the proponents of the
tax expenditures approach and its opponents?

D. WHAT FORM SHOULD TAX
EXPENDITURES TAKE?
This subchapter opens with a brief excerpt from an article written by

William Bradley and Philip Oliver in 1983, not long before the investment tax
credit ("ITC") was virtually repealed in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. While the
authors focused on the ambiguity in the ITC statute and the Service's
administration of it, the broader point made by the excerpt is the importance
of clarity in any tax expenditure.

The primary excerpt in this subchapter is from Professor Goldberg's
article on "periodic" tax expenditures. Tax expenditures can take many forms.
Some, like the former lTC, are one-time exemptions. Under the ITC
immediately prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, taxpayers who made
qualifYing expenditures could reduce their taxes by ten percent of the amount
expended. No further subsidy from the ITC was to be expected from that
year's expenditures (though taxpayers might expect that the program would
continue to be available for the next year's expenditures).

Many tax expenditures, however, give rise to ongoing tax preferences.
Professor Goldberg terms these preferences "periodic." Examples include the
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exclusion of interest on most bonds issued by states and their subdivisions
(section 103) and the deduction of interest on home mortgages (section
163(h)(3». Purchasers of state-issued bonds and homes expect to derive a tax
advantage not just in the year of purchase, but in the future as well. And they
expect to be able to sell these assets to others, who can themselves benefit from
the same favorable tax treatment.

Professor Goldberg discusses the problems that arise when Congress
changes its mind and removes a periodic tax expenditure.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT:
THEILLUSORYINCENTNE

William H. Bradley. & Philip D. Oliver ••
2 Virginia Tax Review 267,269.70 (1983)

IfITC is to provide its intended salutary effect, it is apparent that clarity
in application. of the provisions is important. In fact, while always desirable,
clarity is of significantly greater importance here than in most areas of tax
law, because a "tax expenditure" such as ITC can be Justified only as a
stimulus, as a means of encouraging taxpayers to do things which otherwise
have nothing to do with taxation or tax policy (in the case of lTC, making
investments in certain capital assets).ll

***
The major thesis of this article is that the failure by Congress and the

Internal Revenue Service to provide clear guidance to taxpayers with respect
to the question of whether particular items of property qualify for the credit
has frustrated, to a significant extent, the incentive to invest intended by
Congress when it enacted the ITC provisions. In prescribing property which
qualifies for the credit, inconsistent and vacillating interpretations by the
Internal Revenue Service have compounded the ambiguity of the statute and
the regulations. To the extent that the availability ofITC, where the primary
governmental goal is unrelated to the raising of revenue, is governed by an
unclear legal framework, the likely result is that taxpayers will tend to make
the same investment they otherwise would have made, then seek the
maximum ITC available. This phenomenon entirely frustrates the
governmental policy of encouraging investment and converts a stimulus into
a windfall. 16

*. At time of original publication, partner, Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan, Atlanta, Georgia
**. At time of original publication, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Arkansas at Little

Rock.
II. Most tax provisions are directed only at the raising of revenue, and while complexity and

ambiguity are never desirable, at least in these instances the complexity and ambiguity are likely to
be associated with traditional tax goals, such as the accurate determination of the amount, timing,
and character of the income.

16. Even where the law is unclear, the possible availability of ITC'will still provide taxpayers
some motivation to make a given investment, despite possible challenge from the Service. This
would appear to be an inetl'icient "tax expenditure," however, since it can reasonably be assumed that
a taxpayer will not substantially alter its investment policy when it knows that it may be "buying a
lawsuit"
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TAX SUBSIDIES: ONE-TIME VS. PERIODIC-
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE TAX POLICY

ALTERNATIVES
Daniel S. Goldberg"

49 Tax Law Review 305, 305-27, 32~. 331-47 (1994)
Introduction I

The current tax system integrates structural revenue raising provisions
with policy-driven tax incentive, or subsidy. provisions designed to induce
taxpayers to engage in activities favored by Congress for extrinsic political or
social reasons. The wisdom of this dual mission has been the subject of
extensive analysis and criticism. Indeed, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 marked
a distinct shift away from the use of tax incentives.

It now has become apparent that this country is likely to reverse much of
the 1986 tax reform and to resume using the tax system to provide incentives
for business and other socially desirable activities. * * *

At this stage in tax evolution, one either could warn again of the dangers
of using the tax system to advance social and. economic goals, or accept the
inevitable and attempt to insure that tax incentives are structured in the best
possible way. Adopting the latter course, this Article offers a new and useful
framework for structuring tax policy in the 1990's in order to minimize
harmful economic and social side effects of tax incentives. The Article
identifies the most pernicious type of tax incentives as periodic subsidies, that
is, subsidies that are available to taxpayers over a period of years, rather than
on a one-time basis. Periodic subsidies are inefficient and are likely to
decrease the horizontal equity of the tax system. Drawing on the
jurisprudence of just compensation law and on economic theory, the Article
concludes that Congress should refuse to succumb to the temptation to use
periodic tax incentives as an instrument of tax and economic policy but,
instead, should employ only one-time subsidies. In reaching this conclusion,
the Article takes issue with the recent scholarship of Professors Michael
Graetz7 and Louis Kaplow8 whose advice to eschew transition relief for tax
changes apparently has gained substantial currency among tax policymakers.

* * *A New Tax policy Framework for Tax Incentives
The Traditional Approach: Tax Expenditures
All tax incentive provisions have one thing in common, regardless of their

form. They are designed to generate a movement of capital or labor into a
particular activity by reducing the effective tax on income from that activity.
A tax incentive provision works only when it has the effect of reducing a
participant's tax. The resultant reduction in the federal government's revenue
collection attributable to the tax incentive provision can be viewed as a subsidy

*. At time of original publication, Professor of Law, University of Maryland School of Law.
7. Michael J. Graetz, LegalT ransitions: The Case of Retroactivity in Income Tax Revision, 126

U. Pa. L. Rev. 47 (1977-1978) [hereinafter Tax Revision).
II. Louis Kaplow, An Economic Analysis of Legal Transitions. 99 Harv. L. Rev. 509 (1986).

9" •
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to the tax-favored activity. Stanley Surrey referred to the lost revenue
attributable to a tax incentive provision as a "tax expenditure."

Commentators sometimes disagree about which tax provisions represent
subsidies and which represent integral parts of the income tax structure
because they involve measurement of income. Structural components are the
so-called normative elements of a revenue raising system. They include the
definition of income, the specification of accounting periods, the determination
of entities subject to tax, and the specification of tax rate schedules and
exemption levels. Thus, a change in tax rates, for example, does not constitute
a subsidy. Rather, tax rates represent a cooperative agreement on burden
sharing once the tax base has been established.

In contrast, a tax subsidy is a special preference that represents a
departure from the normal tax structure, designed to favor a particular
industry, activity or class of people. In that sense, tax subsidies represent an
alternative to. direct government financing of the recipients of those
preferences and should be analyzed as such. Examples of tax subsidies include
cost recovery deductions exceeding economic depreciation and various targeted
tax benefits ranging from the deduction for research and development
expenses to the exclusion for scholarships.

Although tax rates are not tax subsidies, the economic benefit of any tax
subsidy through deduction or exemption is influenced significantly by the tax
rates. The greater the tax rate, the greater will be the subsidy impact of a
special deduction or exclusion.

Long before the 1980's, Stanley Surrey and his adherents argued that
activities should be encouraged, if at all, through direct government subsidies
instead of tax incentives. They contended that using the tax system to
subsidize activities was undesirable, and that if the social policy objectives
were desired, direct government grants would be preferable to tax incentive
provisions.

Under what now has become accepted as traditional tax policy analysis,
based upon Surrey's insight, tax incentive provisions are categorized according
to the manner in which they operate: by exclusion, deduction or credit.
Traditional analysis focuses on the upside down nature of tax subsidies that
operate through exclusions or deductions by comparing them to direct
expenditures. Thus, tax policy analysis under the traditional approach would
ask whether the tax system is a more efficient means for providing the subsidy
than a direct grant and, if so, whether the subsidy should take the form of an
exclusion, deduction or credit, bearing in mind the equity of each mechanism.A New Framework: One-Time

VS. Periodic subsidies
A comparison of tax incentive provisions with direct grants and the

trichotomy of alternative forms of subsidy, while important, is typically where
analysis of tax incentive provisions ends. Tax policy analysis should take the
further, and I believe essential, step of dividing tax incentive provisions into
two categories: (1) those that provide one-time subsidies in the year of
acquisition of the property or commencement of the activity and (2) those that
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operate each year the property is owned or the activity is conducted by
artificially increasing the after-tax yield from the property or activity. This
additional step is even more important than the steps under the traditional
approach. Such a distinction becomes particularly important whenever a
decision is made to discontinue a tax subsidy.

The investment tax credit and the deduction for research and
development expenses represent examples of the first category of incentives.
Once received by the taxpayer, the subsidy cannot be removed or altered. The
decision to purchase the propelty or engage in the activity is affected by the
one-time payment, which would be considered together with the current and
long-term financial projections for the activity. This type of tax incentive can
be turned on and off by the government without concern for ignoring the
taxpayer's reliance because the taxpayer's subsidy cannot be affected by later
government policy. To be sure, the following year Congress could increase the
subsidy so that taxpayers who waited a year could obtain a greater benefit
than those taxpayers who acted earlier. A taxpayer's reliance argument,
however, would be no greater than the consumer who purchased an item of
clothing at full price when he could have waited for the item to go on sale. The
taxpayer may feel unhappy, but has not suffered a direct subsidy reduction;
he has received exactly what he bargained for notwithstanding the post-
acquisition price reduction.

The second type of tax incentive operates through subsidies made in
periodic (generally annual) installments. Examples include accelerated
depreciation and tax-exempt interest on municipal bonds. In enacting the tax
incentive provision, the government has promised the taxpayer that if she
acquires the property, the federal government each year will subsidize the
economic yield. For example, accelerated depreciation promises the owner an
annual subsidy in the amount of the reduced tax liability resulting from the
accelerated portion of the depreciation (reduced by the present value of the
anticipated tax on the extra gain at time ofsale).24 Similarly, municipal bonds
promise the owner an annual subsidy in the amount of the forgone federal tax
on the interest received from the issuer. Thus, in deciding whether to acquire
property or engage in the desired activity, the taxpayer makes a present value
calculation of an annuity of tax subsidies beginning in the year of acquisition
and ending with the year of expected disposition (or full depreciation of the
property or maturity of the tax-exempt bond). Thus, the taxpayer has a
legitimate reliance interest in expecting the subsidy to continue for the life of
the activity, unless the duration of the subsidy otherwise was limited initially.

The economic consequences of periodic subsidies are more variable and
unpredictable than those of one-time subsidies. The financial impact of a one-

24. Periotlic deductions. such :IS nllnacccleratctl depreciation. do not necessarily represent
subsidies. Forcxample, depreciation rcpr<:scnts a mechanicalmcans of allocating the cost ofpropcrty
OWl' the property's life: in that sense, it attempts to mirror. as much as practicable, the property's
dt:c1ine in value. As such. this dedu.:tion and other periodic deductions do not represent subsidies.
hut rather arc o;trudural as an inherent Pilrt of the measurement "I' income.
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time tax subsidy can be computed in a fairly straightforward manner. A
taxpayer can value the subsidy because tax rates will be known for the year
of the subsidy. Therefore, policymakers can set the subsidy at the appropriate
level to elicit the desired activity.

Periodic subsidies, on the other hand, involve economic benefits extending
beyond the year of the taxpayer's expenditure. Accordingly, a subsequent
event such as a change in the tax rates affects the subsidy. For example, a
reduction in tax rates in subsequent years effectively reduces the amount of
a periodic deduction or exemption subsidy. lfthe after-tax yield to a taxpayer
in a tax-subsidized activity declines, property customized for or dedicated on
a long-term basis to that activity suffers a reduction in value as well. Thus,
although changes in tax rates are not themselves subsidies, changes in tax
rates from a long-standing norm will affect the level of a subsidy. Periodic
subsidies, therefore, represent something of an unguided missile in tax policy.

Whether a subsidy takes the form of an exclusion, deduction or credit,
however, often is not the most relevant feature in analyzing the effect of the
subsidy. The most significant feature ofa subsidy from an economic viewpoint
in many cases is whether it is periodic and, therefore, whether taxpayers act
currently with the expectation of obtaining benefits in future years.

This feature may have practical political ramifications as well. A one-
time subsidy requires an immediate outlay by the government to fund the
subsidy. Accordingly, it would have to be accounted for entirely in the year it
is availed of by the taxpayer, through purchase or expenditure, in the form of
lower tax collections, thereby creating a greater budget deficit in that year. In
contrast, a periodic subsidy of equivalent value could be accounted for over its
entire life. Therefore, although a one-time subsidy may be a theoretical
substitute for a periodic subsidy, it may not be a politically viable one.

A government's choice of a periodic subsidy instead of a one-time subsidy
masks its real cost. In effect, it allows the government easy tax subsidy
payment terms because it is accounted for through reduced tax collections in
years subsequent to the year in which the subsidized taxpayer engaged in the
desired activity or made the desired expenditure. It therefore creates the
illusion that subsidy payments are to be made in the future, whereas the
government has committed itself in the initial year to make those payments.
[n essence, the government has borrowed money in the initial year to make a
subsidy payment in the amount of the present value of the series of periodic
tax benefits, and will repay that borrowing, plus interest, in installments. The
ability to obfuscate the real cost of the tax subsidy through the use of a
periodic subsidy, however, should not dictate its use.
The Fundamental problems in
Removing periodic subsidiesEquity

periodic subsidies Contrasted
with One-Time Subsidies

Repeal of a periodic tax subsidy on which the taxpayer has acted in
reliance is inequitable and can have a serious destabilizing effect on the
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economy. As a result, Congress should not remove a pedodic subsidy without
either transition relief for or compensation of the recipient.

The inequity created by repeal ofa periodic tax subsidy can be understood
best by observing the dynamics of a periodic subsidy. Introduction of a subsidy
may result in some degree of extraordinary profits for recipients. If a lengthy
adjustment period is needed for taxpayers to respond to the subsidy, the
subsidy could result in windfalls to those recipients who already engage in, or
othenvise would have engaged in, the desired activity, or to those who respond
to the subsidy quickly. Those windfall benefits would continue until a
sufficient amount of the encouraged activity develops to allow market forces
to bid down profits from those activities. Excess profits are created during the
adjustment period to encourage the desired behavior. The government cannot
attempt to recoup the windfalls because to do so would blunt the incentive
effect of the subsidy.

'Moreover, during the adjustment period, property particularly suitable
for the subsidized activity, ifin limited supply, would increase in value because
the return that it generates, including the subsidy, would increase. The
property's increase in value largely would reflect the present value of the
excess profits during the adjustment period.

The removal of the subsidy is precisely the reverse side of the coin. When
a periodic tax subsidy is reduced or eliminated before the activity is
terminated (or prior to an announced termination date), an owner who already
has made the expenditure cannot undo that decision. The owner's profit from
the activity reflects and is dependent on the subsidy. The owner's reduced
profit (or losses) resulting from elimination of the subsidy will continue until
aggregate market output in the activity adjusts and is reduced sufficiently to
raise prices. During the adjustment period, the owner will suffer reduced
income or operating losses. The longer the adjustment period, the greater the
overall economic impact of the subsidy's repeal on the owner. Likewise, the
value of the activity or property dedicated to the activity will be reduced,
reflecting its reduced return, which then would not include the subsidy that
has been removed. That economic loss would not merely offset the previous
windfall because those who suffer the loss mayor may not have been
recipients of the previous windfall.27

A periodic subsidy represents a government promise offuture benefits or
subsidy payments that are intended to cause taxpayers to make current
expenditures and changes in their investments. A taxpayer's decision to make
that expenditure is based upon the estimated present value of the stream of
subsidy payments.Z8 Removing the subsidy for those who already have

27. For cxample. a taxpayer 'Who purchased property for its then fnir market value, which
already rdlected the value of thc suhsidy, ",ill ha\t~ paid a premium till' lhe subsidy henefits.
Removal of the suhsidy will cause a loso; to thatta.xpayer cljual to Ihat premium. thnt is. the portion
,'flhalla.xpaycr's purehm;c price ,llIrihutable tn the o;ubsidy.

2::<. Professor Graetz. however. would argue. in eHeet, that such a present value calculation
would ha\ e heen in'<ltional hecau'ic the ta ..xpayt:r would ha\c heen unreasonable to expect the subsidy
pa)-Itlcnto; to epntillllt' for the duration of Iht' ddined term- . 1(11' ex,lInph:. years tlllllalurily ofa lax.
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responded represents a breach of promise.

The injury resulting from this breach of promise should be analyzed by
reference to two distinct interests that the recipient has in the subsidy and for
which the recipient may be entitled to protection: first, the interest in
continuing to receive the subsidy itself for the agreed-upon term, and second,
the right to retain a capitalized value of the subsidy for disposition. From the
perspective of both equity and long-term economic efficiency, the recipient of
a subsidy should be entitled to continue receiving the periodic subsidy
promised, even if the subsidy results in large gains to the recipient. Moreover,
in some cases a transferee of the subsidized property or activity also should be
entitled to the continuing benefits of the subsidy. Ifa periodic subsidy is to be
removed, however, the recipient should be compensated by the government for
the value of the removed subsidy that has been capitalized into the price of the
subsidized property or activity.

One-time, subsidies, in contrast, generally can be removed without
inequity to its recipients. When a tax incentive elicits oversupply and
therefore production of an unneeded item, the government should be able to
eliminate it prospectively. Otherwise, the economy would be saddled forever
with any artificially induced market inefficiency.

Repeal of a one-time subsidy is always prospective. To be sure, even one-
time subsidies can elicit changes in behavior that reverberate throughout the
economy and can have far-reaching effects. That is true regardless of whether
the subsidies are made through the tax system or directly. For example, a one-
year investment tax credit, if effective, will cause manufacturers to increase
their purchases of productive equipment and machinery because of the
reduced cost of the machinery. Those purchases should allow expanded
production and reduce end product production costs, as well as end product
prices, because of the increased supply of the end product. Thus, purchasers
of the end product share the reduction in the cost of machinery resulting from
the one-time subsidy. * * *

Users of that product may come to depend upon lower prices of the
product and adjust their behavior and choices accordingly. For example, they
may come to depend upon an adequate supply of the product at its prevailing
price, even though that price prevails only because of a government subsidy.
If the one-time subsidy is eliminated, the cost structure of new producers
increases, thereby reducing the supply of that product and pushing up the
price. The product user again shares the cost increase. Does that user now
have any argument that he reasonably relied upon the subsidy for the product
and is entitled to continue buying that product at the subsidized price?

This example illustrates the destabilizing effect on the economy of all
subsidies, whether made through the tax system or otherwise, and whether
one-time or periodic. Turning the spigot on and off can significantly impact

..:x<;:mptbond, or the <;:ntirerecov<;:ryperiod of a depreciable asset. Rather, "[iJn the market context,
<lilly behavior that takes into account prohabilities of change is treated as reasonable." Graetz. Tax
Revision, note 7, at 66. Treasury. at least in 1977, took a contrary view. See Treasury Dep'r.
Hlucprints tilr Basic Tax Reform 11l7,ZOO.OI (I C)77) (favoring grandfathering and phase-ins).
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the economics of the subsidized property or activity. Subsidies, therefore,
should be used sparingly and then only when overriding policy justifications
dictate.

One-time subsidies, however, do not create an interest to recipients on
which they can rely for similar subsidies in the future. The immediate
recipient of the one-time subsidy (in the illustration, the producer) makes its
economic decisions based upon that knowledge; but should be precluded from
claiming reliance on any implied promise or expectation that the subsidy will
be repeated in future years.

For the user of the product manufactured by the subsidy recipient and
others further down the chain, the introduction and later removal of the
subsidy are similar to all other changes in cost or demand structure affecting
their products. Although the subsidies can be destabilizing, they do not create
reliance interests. The user should not be able to rely on the government's
continuation of the subsidy.

* * * [T]he harm resulting from destabilizing effects of one-time subsidies
is very different in degree from the harm resulting from the removal of
periodic subsidies, on which recipients have relied directly in making long-
term business decisions. The first elicits objections from businesses that it is
difficult to plan purchases and production and that government subsidization
policy has made it more difficult. The second, however, elicits objections rising
to the level of breach of promise against the government. That objection in the
private law context is the type that gives a remedy of damages to the injured
party. Although these differences may seem a matter of degree, they are so
large that they become differences in kind.

The Right to continuation of the periodic
subsidy for the Duration of the Activity

The clearest example of a periodic subsidy for which recipients should be
protected by continuation of the subsidy is the exclusion from gross income of
interest from state and local bonds. Because a tax-exempt bondholder is not
taxable on the interest from the bond, market forces cause the yield or interest
rate on a tax-exempt bond to be significantly lower than an equivalent taxable
bond. The relevant financial comparison of the two bonds should be their
respective after-tax yields rather than pretax yields. The issue price of these
bonds, by virtue of market forces, reflects the value of the tax exemption so
that the after-tax yield from such bonds approximately equals the after-tax
yield of taxable bonds of equivalent credit quality and term. Viewed another
way, a prospective purchaser of a tax-exempt bond pays a premium for the
bond compared to the price that would be paid for a taxable bond of equivalent
pretax yield. The premium reflects the value of the exemption from income
tax of the stream of interest payments to be earned on the bond.

The exclusion from income of the interest appears to be a subsidy to
bondholders. In reality, however, a large part of the subsidy is transferred to
the issuing state or municipality because the exemption permits the state or
municipality to borrow money by issuing the bonds at a lower-than-market
interest rate. The allocation of the subsidy between the issuer and the private
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investor depends on the supply and demand of tax-exempt obligations which,
in turn, depends on the investors' marginal income tax rates.

If the tax exemption for existing state and municipal debt obligations
were eliminated, the owners of those bonds would have ajustifiable complaint
that they relied on the government's promise of interest income exclusion in
making their investment decisions for the term of the bond. These bonds
should be entitled to continued exclusion, regardless of whether new bonds
issued by states or municipalities are eligible for similar tax-exempt status.
Indeed, those investors paid for the promise of tax exemption by paying a
premium for the bond relative to an equivalent taxable bond.

Arguably, the risk of reduction or loss of the subsidy, for example, the
removal of the tax exclusion for the interest, is discounted by the market and,
therefore, also is capitalized in the bonds' value. If that is the case, the
government's subsidy is more of an expectation oflikely government action or
inaction, for which there is no commitment, than it is a promise. Therefore,
the tax exclusion would not be fully capitalized, causing the interest rate on
the bonds to include a risk premium reflecting the possibility of the change in
the law. But it appears certain, given the longstanding existence of the
exclusion, that the tax exemption is regarded by investors as a promise.
Accordingly, virtually all of the exclusion is reflected in the bond's value.

Thus, it is no more justifiable for the government to terminate
unilaterally a periodic subsidy that has already elicited the desired behavior
by recipients, without transition relief (that is, grandfathering or
compensation) than it is for the government to coerce repayment of a one-time
subsidy. This equivalence leads one to conclude that a periodic subsidy should
not be removed for current recipients unless transition relief is provided. To
restate the proposition, a periodic subsidy should be continued for the current
recipient who reasonably anticipated that the subsidy would continue and
acted in reliance on it.

* * *
The Right to Receive or Be Compensated
for the capita lized Value of the Periodic
subsidy upon its Remova1

A second problem with periodic subsidies involves the protection of the
recipient's interest in a somewhat more debatable manner: the protection of
the capitalization of the subsidy in the value of the subsidized property or
activity. '" * *

Returning to the illustration involving tax-exempt bonds, it is clear that
the periodic subsidy now accorded tax-exempt bonds by means of the exclusion
ofinterest from gross income is capitalized in the value of the bonds. The issue
price of the bonds at original issue and the subsequent market price of those
bonds reflect the value of the subsidy. If that subsidy were eliminated for
future holders of the bonds that already have been issued, the bonds would
suffer a significant reduction in value, even if the interest income exclusion
remained available to the original holders. Such a policy change would render
the bonds illiquid, at least at their pre-policy change value, thereby destroying
an important attribute of the financial asset, its ready marketability. In that
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event, only financially distressed holders or those whose tax rates somehow
were reduced to zero would seek to dispose of those bonds at the resale price,
which would be substantially below the original issue price (regardless of what
happened to market interest rates!. Holders with continuing financial
stability or taxable income also would experience detriment. Interestingly,
loss of liquidity experienced by those holders would not be offset against any
government savings because the continued exclusion would permit the interest
to escape taxation. The described inequity results because the market value
of the bonds at any time, and therefore any holder's purchase price,
incorporates the tax exemption. In substance, the periodic subsidy in the form
of an income exclusion has attached to the bonds themselves rather than being
personal to the holders of those bonds. Th~ bonds should continue to be
viewed in that light to reflect the reasonable expectations of the bond
purchasers who, in reliance upon the promise of present and future tax
exemption of the interest from those bonds, purchased those bonds at the
original issue price (or, in the after-market, at a price reflecting the tax
exemption for the term of the bond).

To the extent that the subsidized property (such as the equipment in the
first illustration) is a depreciating asset with a relatively short limited life or
liquidity of the property is not an important attribute because, for example, it
has a dedicated use that is not easily changed, the problem, as a practical,
although not as a theoretical matter, becomes less significant. As long as the
owner can and likely will continue to realize the value of the subsidy through
continued use of the property, wealth reduction due to loss in resale value may
be sufficiently small relative to the cost of determining and administering
compensation to the owner that, arguably, it may be ignored. Where, however,
the owner is unable to continue to realize the value of the subsidy through
continued use of the property or liquidity of the property is an important
component of its value, which will be the case, generally, if the subsidized
property is of a long or unlimited economic life (such as the tax-exempt bond),
the problem becomes much more significant. The market value of the property
and, therefore, its purchase price is tied inextricably to its expected future
market value upon resale. Accordingly, even retroactive reliefby continuation
of the benefits of the periodic subsidy to the original owner will not correct the
problem, because the resale value of the property is dependent upon the
availability of the subsidy to future owners. A prospective purchaser, to whom
the subsidy will not be available, would be unwilling to pay a price equivalent
to the fair market value of the property when the subsidy existed. * * '" 39

Even if desirable, it may be impossible to compensate the owner for her
loss. Determining the magnitude of the owner's loss would be very difficult if

.II). Fnr example. suppuse Cnngress proposed diminatiun of the home mortgage intcl'L>st
deduction availahle to nwners of ownt:r occupied residential real .::state. See IRe * 163(h).
Flirnination of the deduction would increase the 'lila-tax cost of the mortgage payment and therefore
the atier-tnx cos! nf owning the residenct:. a rroperty generally pun:hascd with mortgage tinancing.
One would cXPt.'<.:ta rcductillll in hOl11epri(;cs to follow
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compensation were in the form of an outright payment because the amount of
loss is dependent upon secondary and tertiary market consequences. Indeed,
Professor Graetz has noted that elimination of the tax benefit could cause a
reduction in the supply of formerly subsidized property, resulting in an
increase in the economic return from the existing property by virtue of its
relative scarcity. Professor Graetz concludes that full compensation would
have to take these market adjustments into account.

The size and speed of the adjustment resulting from the elimination of a
tax benefit and the impact of the elimination on the owner of property
receiving the benefit depend upon many factors. * *" These market
adjustments and fluctuations, which are inherent when subsidies are
introduced as a fiscal policy tool, likely make it impossible to quantify the loss
accurately. That impossibility, however, should not suggest that no
compensation is warranted when a periodic subsidy is removed. Rather, it
suggests that Q,etermining the compensation amount would require simplifying
assumptions and likely would result in some degree ofover-or undercompensation.

If transition relief took the form of the continued periodic subsidy
attaching to the property, great complexity could result. Not all competing
properties on the market would offer the same tax attributes. Administering
such a system could be very difficult.

* * *
In sum, these inequities that would arise on repeal of a periodic subsidy

and the complexity of any possible relief raise serious questions regarding the
wisdom of their use.

The Need for Transition Relief
The government should have the option to remove uneconomic subsidies,

even if they are the periodic type with long-term responses, and even if the
subsidy has been capitalized into the value of the property. Forcing the
government to continue all subsidies for future purchases would doom the
economy to permanent inefficiency by resulting in subsidizing activities that
already produce adequate supply of product or oversupply. If the subsidy is
removed, however, transition rules should be enacted to prevent inequities,
and in some cases, current owners should be entitled to compensation for their
resultant wealth reduction. To state the proposition advanced in this Section,
(1) a periodic subsidy should not be removed, even prospectively for
transferees, if the current recipient of the subsidy reasonably anticipated that
the property would be transferable, or, alternatively, (2) if the subsidy is
removed, the current recipients should be compensated for the present value
ofthe lost subsidy over an appropriate adjustment period. In many cases, only
the second of these alternatives is feasible.

Initially, this proposition may seem objectionable or, at the very least,
politically impossible to implement. Indeed, the right of a tax subsidy
recipient to erU0Ycontinued benefits from a tax provision, either through
grandfathering or compensation, has been the subject of significant
scholarship. Professor Graetz contends that policymakers should be free to
make at least "nominally prospective" changes in the tax law without
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grand fathering or compensating those adversely affected by the change.
"Nominally prospective" changes are changes that alter the rules only for post-
enactment periods, but affect the tax treatment and value of assets acquired
before enactment and, therefore, have retroactive impact.46

Professor Graetz's view essentially is premised on the proposition that a
taxpayer whose tax liability is reduced by a tax subsidy is getting away with
something, or, in his parlance, is the beneficiary of horizontal inequity. As the
goal of tax change is to reduce that horizontal inequity, a change in the law
with that objective should not necessitate either compensating the adversely
affected taxpayer or grand fathering the tax subsidy as it affects the taxpayer.

This Article takes a different view. The legislative choices regarding
burden sharing are found in the structural components of the tax law (for
example, tax rates). Burdens are and should be shared as provided by those
structural components. Tax incentive provisions, in contrast, are equivalent
to direct subsidy payments outside the tax system. As tax savings to a
recipient are only the medium for such payment, they should be ignored when
evaluating burden sharing. Just as one does not take into account direct
subsidies in determining whether the tax system is equitable, one should
similarly ignore subsidies made indirectly through the tax system.

Removing a periodic subsidy after a taxpayer has acted upon it imposes
an additional burden on that taxpayer unrelated to her income level or ability
to pay. Accordingly, it results in a deviation from the burden sharing norm
inherent in the structural components and lacks appeal to the distributional
fairness on which the tax system as a whole relies.

Viewing tax incentive provisions as part of the burden sharing scheme,
as Professor Graetz does, incorrectly leads one to view the elimination of
periodic tax subsidies as a means of improving horizontal equity. On the
contrary. periodic tax benefits which, in static terms, appear to create
horizontal inequity, in dynamic terms, represent simply a collection of an
amount promised and due from the. government. When the subsidy
terminated is a periodic subsidy enacted to encourage taxpayer behavior, it
should be viewed analytically as a one-time subsidy, payment ofwhich is made
on the installment basis. The recipient of a periodic tax subsidy in the form
of reduced tax liability, in reality, enjoys merely a deferred payment of a
previous period's subsidy. The recipient already has paid for the subsidy by
making what Congress determined to be a socially desirable expenditure in a
previous year. The wisdom of the legislative policy choice should be addressed
with respect to the year in which taxpayers respond to it, not in subsequent years.

This view does not depend upon whether the periodic tax subsidy
represents a wise or even a sensible policy choice from an economic viewpoint,
or whether it adds to overall equity in the economic system. Indeed, I would
suggest that over the years, most periodic tax subsidies have proven to be
mistakes. * * *

Professor Graetz's analysis and justifications for nominally prospective

46. Graetz. Tax Revision. nt\le 7. at 49.
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tax changes with retroactive effect underscore the uncertainty and danger of
periodic subsidies because, once in place, they can be so easily reinterpreted
as causing unjustified horizontal inequity. His analysis, therefore, represents
another persuasive argument that periodic subsidies should be avoided.

one-Time Subsidies, in Contrast
Problems of unfairness, compensation and transition relief that arise

upon removal of periodic tax subsidies do not amict one-time subsidies. After
a one-time subsidy has been received, a taxpayer's return on investment is
determined solely by market forces, un augmented by further subsidy. * * *
Accordingly, one-time subsidies could be removed equitably, without
compensable harm to one who previously has been the recipient of the subsidy.
Moreover, one-time subsidies would seem to avoid the perceived problem that
some taxpayers are looting the treasury and continue to do so after the
incentive is nq longer necessary or desirable.

* '" *Economic Efficiency and thepredictability of Tax Laws
One-time subsidies also are superior to periodic subsidies in terms of

economic efficiency. First, economic efficiency is served by predictable tax
subsidies (assuming there are to be subsidies at all) so that those affected by
subsidies can rely on that predictability. Making periodic subsidies uncertain
in duration and subject to removal by legislative whim, is economically
inefficient because it requires the government to include a risk premium in the
subsidy. A risk premium overpays for desired activities unless the subsidy is
removed before its expected term has expired.

In contrast, a one-time subsidy is completely predictable because there is
100% certainty that it will be obtained. A periodic subsidy can never attain
that level of predictability so long as there is a risk of an uncompensated
termination. Moreover, even if the duration of the periodic subsidy were
assured, its value could not be assured because of potential changes in the
structural components of the income tax (such as tax rates), income levels and
market conditions. As a result, the need for risk premiums for periodic
subsidies cannot be avoided.

* * *
In sum, periodic subsidies, even ifnot subject to removal, are less efficient

than one-time subsidies. When risk of repeal is factored in, however, they
become substantially less efficient.
Illustration: Commercia1 Rea1 Estate

Periodic subsidies have represented a major component of the
government's fiscal policy, and the Code is replete with them. The economic
impact of the creation and removal of a periodic tax subsidy is illustrated most
graphically by the accelerated depreciation deductions accorded to owners of
real estate in the early 1980's and their effective removal through enactment
of the passive activity loss rules in 1986. This Section illustrates shortcomings
in the periodic tax subsidies accorded real estate during this period and the
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devastating consequences of their removal without adequate transition relief.
periodic subsidy for Real
Estate During the Early 1980ls
[n 1981 Congress created significant tax incentives for real estate by

means of accelerated depreciation. In substance, owners of real estate were
able to recover the cost of their depreciable real estate (buildings and other
improvements, but not land> over a 15-year period. Thus. for income tax
purposes, a buildi ng would be regarded as having been used up and valueless
after only 15 years even though, in virtually all likely situations, the building
would have retained substantial value and in many cases increased in value
during that same period. The recovery period was lengthened by subsequent
legislation to 18 years and later to 19 years. But, even after these changes, the
tax depreciation in most cases greatly exceeded the actual reduction, if any, in
value of those buildings .

. The legislative judgment to grant special deductions and, therefore,
impose a lighter tax burden on real estate and real estate activities was
motivated by a desire to increase the production of depreciable real estate for
the good ofthe entire economy. The supply of commercial buildings increased
from 1981 to 1986 as a result of new construction, although it is impossible to
prove that the 1981 legislation caused the building boom because of the
inherent limitations on statistical analysis in a dynamic economy.

Congress did not limit the special tax relief for real estate to new
construction. It extended the provision to any depreciable real estate acquired
by a taxpayer after the effective date of the legislation, so long as the new
owner did not own a significant interest in it beforehand. The accelerated
depreciation allowed new owners to purchase old buildings and write off the
cost of the buildings over the generously short recovery period of 15 years. The
extension of the tax subsidy to existing property appears to have been pure
governmental largesse, significantly increasing the purchases and sales of
existing depreciable real estate. * * *

Taxpayers fortunate enough to own income producing real property
received windfalls. The tax legislation actually increased the demand for and
val ue of their property by allowing a prospective purchaser to obtain a tax
benefit from acquiring the existing property. " * *

After 1981, substantial capital flowed into real estate production and
resulted in a building boom. Prospective owners no longer needed to be
assured of the same tenant demand, ~3W interest financing and relatively low
vacancy rate to project a profit from operating a newly constructed building or
purchasing an existing building. Production soared and rental space,
particularly office space, increased in supply. Net income from operating
property tended to decline as a result. Some economists predicted that this
phenomenon would continue until real estate activities earned no more on a
net after-tax basis than had been the case prior to 1981. However, during the
1980's, it appears that real estate operating yields may have declined even
below the level predictable by the subsidy alone, because an expectation of
appreciation may have influenced people to accept less in current yield in
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anticipation of large gains upon sale.

After 1981, capital flowed into real estate activities from sources other
than real estate professionals. One might characterize a real estate investor
as participating in or acquiring a "tax shelter." "';< '"

(on9ress' ReSpOnse: The passiveActlvity Loss Rules
Public antipathy toward tax shelters may explain why Congress enacted

a new set of anti.tax shelter provisions, the passive activity loss rules. '" '" >:
The effect of the passive loss rules has been to preclude taxpayers from

offsetting earned income and portfolio income (such as investment income from
stocks, bonds and bank and money market accounts) with real estate and other
tax shelter losses. By precluding the use of those losses, Congress effectively
removed the tax subsidy from those activities. Indeed, because even cash
operating losses from real estate and other tax shelter investments and actual
reductions in,value in the investments through deterioration or obsolescence
cannot be used to offset non passive income until the investment is sold or
discontinued, the antishelter rules not only removed the subsidy but, in many
cases, also imposed a penalty on the activity.

Yet, Congress made no attempt to compensate property owners for either
the loss of the subsidy or the loss in value of the property, which would not
enjoy tax-preferred treatment in the hands of a prospective purchaser. In
passing the 1986 Act, Congress appeared to recognize the importance of
transition rules in preventing inequity, but failed to provide adequate
protection. The passive loss provision contained special effective dates and
phase-in provisions. On their face, those rules appeared to exclude current
owners of real estate and other passive activities from much of the impact of
the new rules.82 These phase-in rules, however, interacted with two other
important changes contained in the 1986 Act: (l)the alternative minimum tax
(AMT) and (2) the investment interest expense limitation. Most importantly,
passive losses allowable under the phase-in rules constituted tax preference
items for AMT purposes. Under appropriate circumstances, the passive losses
were rendered without tax benefit and, therefore, unusable to an investor.
Moreover, byeliminating the subsidy entirely for prospective purchasers ofthe
property, the 1986 Act did nothing to protect the value of the property that had
become dependent on the subsidy.

* * *The Decline of Real Estate pricesand The Savings and Loan Crisis
The crisis in the savings and loan (S&L) industry had many causes,

ranging from unpredictable economic changes to bad business judgment to

X2. Genenllly, the passive activity loss rules were effective tor years beginning atler 1986. Reg.* 1.469-1 t. However, the rules werc phased in for certain post-etlective date losses. Passive losses
frtlOl a "pre-t:nactmcnt interest" (an interest held on October 22, 1986, the date of enactment. or
:Icquired thereafter pursuant to a written "binding contract" in effect on such date and at all times
lh~'reaft:er) were disallo\\<cd in the transition years to the extent of 35% in 1987,60% in 1988,80%
in 1t)~Nand 90% in 1990. IRe * 469(m).



thievery. One of its most significant caUseswas the decline in real estate
prices that resulted from Congress' shift in tax policy toward real estate.

Many S&Ls invested in mortgages on new real estate projects that
promised high yields during the 1980's due to generous depreciation recovery
rates. * * * As long as real estate values increased during the early 1980's,
those loans that had been made prudently were well-secured and safe. Many
S&Ls lent money on outrageous projects with little economic feasibility to
obtain fioont-endfees and what appeared to behigh, but risky yields. However,
even more conservatively managed institutions lent money on real estate
projects at prudent loan-to-value ratios (ratios ofthe amount of the loan to the
fair market value of the project securing the loan). Those loans were welI~
secured as long as real estate values were maintained or increased, which
occurred during the transition period of the early 1980's. '

The values of those properties depended on the generous tax benefits
accorded real estate. The availability of those tax benefits to prospectiv'
owners supported the market prices of the property even though the rents!
income may not have been sufficient to make them economic.

When the government withdrew the subsidies in 1986 by enacting the
passive activity loss rules and lengthening depreciation recovery periods COJ;
property acquired after 1986, real estate had to be operated or sold without
benefit of the tax subsidies. Investors, who could no longer use losses fro~
real estate to offset other income, were less likely to provide the equity fund;f
for new projects or to purchase existing projects. As a result, a major source
of equity for real estate acquisitions evaporated. Moreover, by the time
Congress passed the 1986Act, vacancy rates in many buildings had increased
with the added supply of rentable space brought about by the tax subsidies •.

An insufficient number ofbuyers existed forreal estate projects that were
put on the market for sale. Prices for real estate stopped increasing and iii
many cases began to fall. Consequently, the S&Lsas well as other bankin,
institutions that had been well-secured when real estate values were high
became undersecured. That situation was particularly dangerous for

.. institutions that had made nonrecourse loans. Defaults becamemore common,
prices declined further and the market becamefloodedwith available real estate.

Even falling prices failed to attract new buyers. First, without tax;
subsidies, the projects were not worth as much as they had been previously.
Second, the banking industry's reaction to the falling prices was precisely the
opposite of what would be necessary to stop those declines. * * *

Prudent policy for any individual S&Lon the brink ofinsolvency dictated
that it collect as. much as possible of its outstanding real estate loans and
refuse to loan additional amounts in a falling real estate market. What
represented prudent policyfor any individual institution, however, became an
unfortunate overall banking policy for sellers ofreal estate when all financial
institutions adopted it. Thus, the surplus of owners needing to sell and the
dearth of buyers with ready funding sources transformed predictable price
declines into free falls.

* * * £ot should be recognized that the real estate boomwas spurred by
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the federal government's creation of significant periodic tax subsidies for the
industry in 1981. Congress removed them in 1986, and replaced them with
what amounted to tax penalties. * * *

lM]any S&Ls and other banking institutions were locked in. Their loan
portfolios were created when the real estate securing the loans had value
supported by the government subsidies. Only after the loans were made was
the collateral devalued. The existence of federal deposit insurance will, of
course, leave the federal taxpayers bearing the ultimate economic cost of many
of these losses.

* * *
Illustration of Future Tax policy Choice:
Owner-occupied Rea1 Estate

The experience of real estate owners during the 1980's could be repeated
if the periodic tax subsidies accorded other subsidized activities such as tax-
exempt bond~ and retirement savings were eliminated, even prospectively.
Owner-occupied residential property appears to be a potential candidate in
Congress' search for base broadening tactics. Economic destabilization could
result if these periodic subsidies were eliminated, even if the elimination were
prospective only and limited to future owners, because the value of the
subsidies has been capitalized in the price of the properties.

Subsidies for owner-occupied housing include the deduction for home
mortgage interest and the deduction for real property taxes. * * *

These deductions, if viewed as an encouragement to purchase a home,
could be viewed as periodic subsidies. Elimination ofthese deductions would
increase the after-tax cost of home ownership. * * *

Transition problems created by the elimination of the subsidies would not
be solved merely by making the changes prospective and grandfathering
current homeowners because the subsidies no longer would be reflected in the
market prices that prospective purchasers of homes would be willing to pay.
Even the prospective elimination of the subsidies would be likely to produce
a reduction in single-family home prices and, in some cases, the elimination
of the homeowner's built-up equity (the value of the home less the mortgage
on it). Thus, regardless of how desirable in theoretical policy terms, the
elimination of the "middle class" subsidies to home ownership may be, even the
prospective elimination would cause considerable economic dislocation and
financial hardship to current homeowners, absent compensation for the loss
by the government. Such compensation, as a practical matter, would be
unlikely because the elimination ofthe subsidies would have derived from the
desire to eliminate the governmental expenditure through the tax system
rather than out of some sense of theoretical tidiness, however laudable that
latter goal may be.

***Conclusion
* * * [E)nactment of periodic tax subsidies should be rejected unless

Congress is willing to define, specifically limit and guarantee their duration.
In the absence of such assurances, Congress should be prepared to live with
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periodic subsidies permanently or to compensate recipients if the subsidies are
later removed. Use of certain periodic subsidies that involve the creation of
tl'amferable long-term benefits could require that the subsidy become a
permanent part of the tax law if compensation is not politically viable.

As a practical matter, however, it is unlikely that Congress will be willing
to retain every pel;odic subsidy enacted. Therefore, Congress should overcome
the temptation to enact periodic tax subsidies.

Notes and Questions
45. Obviously, clarity is to be desired in any provision oflaw, including

any provision of tax law. Do you agree with Bradley and Oliver that clarity is
particularly important for incentive tax expenditures?

46. Professor Goldberg asserts a sharp dichotomy between one-time
incetltives and periodic incentives. Can a taxpayer never legitimately rely on
the continuation of one-time incentives? Should a taxpayer always be entitled
to rely on the continuation of periodic incentives?

47. As Goldberg recognizes, even if the incentive statute remains
unaltered, changes in tax rates can materially affect the value of incentives.
For example, it is likely that some presently-outstanding state bonds were
issued before 1981, when the maximum rate on unearned income was 70
percent; clearly, the value of the tax exemption is worth much less today, with
a maximum rate under 40 percent.

48. Would the logic of Professor Goldberg's argument lead one to
conclude that Congress could not materially alter its basic form of
taxation-for example, by instituting a consumption tax as a replacement for,
or significant addition to, the income tax-without compensating all who
entered the tax-preferred investment on the assumption that the income tax
would continue as the dominant federal tax? (Here, many of the transition
problems resemble those discussed in Chapter Seven, particularly in Notes
#77-85.)

49. As one example of a periodic tax preference, which perhaps never
should have been enacted but cannot be ended without working an injustice,
Goldberg highlights the home mortgage interest deduction. Importantly,
present owners may have profited little from the deduction, because their
purchase price was inflated by the existence of the tax preference. As Kay and
King argued (see Chapter Three, Note #2), this problem "demonstrates why
tax capitalization is such a dangerous trap; although we believe it would be
better if the system had never incorporated these concessions, it does not seem
that it would now be either equitable or desirable to withdraw them."

50. Most observers would give high marks to the Tax Reform Act of 1986
as an example of true tax reform. The 1986 Act, however, not only removed
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periudic preferences, but substituted tax penalties (or "negative tax
preferences") in the form of passive loss limitation rules. Professor Goldberg
•.lrgues that this combination of actions, undertaken for the perhaps laudable
purpose of curtailing tax shelters. thereby contributed to the savings and loan
crisis of the late 1980s. That crisis ultimately cost taxpayers and investors
hundreds of billions of dollars.

51. Professor Goldberg puts forward full compensation to present
beneficiaries of preferences as an acceptable alternative to keeping the tax
preferences on the books, but he acknowledges that such compensation would
he difficult to compute, and highly unlikely as a political matter. His primary
message is that Congress should not start down the periodic preference route.

52. But what are we to do once Congress places an unwise periodic
preference in the law? Given that full compensation of present beneficiaries
is not realistically in the cards, does Professor Goldberg's logic doom us to keep
an inefficient and unwise preference forever?

53. While Professor Goldberg argues that generous transition rules (at
a minimum) are required for fairness, Professor Sheldon Pollack sees a
somewhat different value in grandfathering and similar transition relief.
While such relief may look like (and, indeed, may be) politically-inspired relief
for special interests, it may make possible better law over the long term:

Tax reformists sneer at the "corrupt" use of transition rules to benefit
special interests located in the districts of committee members.
However, the granting offavors by transition rules was one of[House
Ways and Means Chairman] Rostenkowski's most skillful tactics in
gaining passage of a purer reform package [in the Tax Reform Act of
1986] than what would otherwise have been possible. On the whole,
aggregating support for a tax bill by offering generous transition
rules (to permit certain industries or even individuals to retain more
favorable treatment under prior law) should be viewed as preferable
to offering special tax provisions or expenditures that become a
permanent fIxture in the Code. The old maxim that politics is the art
of the possible is lost upon those who seek the radical
implementation of their ideal tax policies.q

54. Observe that while periodic incentives may be worse policy than one-
time subsidies, as Professor Goldberg argues, they may be attractive to
Congress. They allow Congress to reward preferred constituencies today.
while pushing most of the revenue cost of doing so into the future.

55. Professor Michael Graetz, whose work is frequently referred to (and
disputed by) Professor Goldberg, argues that the risk oflegal change is simply

q. Shddoll D. 1'"lla.:k. ( \,'11 !>l'I1</lll/( \ Ii(litr /'n/icl'. 12 !\~l. .I. T.\\ POI. 61. XO( 19~5 I.
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one more risk for investors to take into account, and should not deter Congress
from changing the law: "The tax law must remain a flexible instrument of
public policy. When a provision has outlived its usefulness, it should be
eliminated without the delay and windfall gains inherent in grandfathering
prior transactions. People should make investments with the expectation that
political policies may change."'

56. Goldberg differs with Graetz concerning whether principles of tax
equity support removal of tax incentives. Graetz would favor ending an
incentive that should never have been enacted; the recipient was the
beneficiary of "horizontal inequity," and the tax system should attempt to
reduce such inequity. Goldberg, by contrast, views tax incentives as the
equivalent of direct subsidy payments from government. Therefore, he argues,
tax incentives should be ignored in an analysis of the tax system's equity, just
as direct subsidies effected through appropriations would be ignored. (Here,
it might be noted, Goldberg effectively adopts Surrey's insistence that tax
expenditures are the functional equivalent of direct government spending.)
Again, Goldberg emphasizes that the primary lesson to be drawn is that
Congress should not employ periodic tax incentives in the first place.

57. Is there anything special about tax provisions? Governments
frequently change the law, upsetting expectations. What if a state where
gambling was legal changed its law after investors had spent billions of dollars
building casinos in the reasonable expectation that the state would continue
to allow gambling? What of prod ucers and sellers of alcoholic beverages, many
in business for decades, when Prohibition was instituted in 1919? What of the
holders of billions of dollars worth of slaves when the Thirteenth Amendment.
freed all slaves without compensation of their owners?

It is easy to understand a moral imperative to end slavery, and less
weighty moral and practical arguments can be advanced against gambling and
alcoholic beverages. It is less obvious that society should advance its moral
and other policy judgments without any compensation to those who lawfully
relied on the earlier societal view. Yet, the lesson of history, which Professor
Goldberg does not dispute in the tax context, is that compensation will rarely
be forthcoming from the political system. Barring compensation, should
society implement its current views of policy, or refrain from doing so on the
basis that such a change would be unfair to those who relied on earlier law?

r. Michael 1.Graetz, Legal Transitions: The Caseo/Retroactivity in Income Tax Revision, 126
U. PA. L. REv. 47, 87 (1977).

s. President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation of 1862 (effective January I, I863) clearly
did not free all slaves. Leaving aside questions of Presidential authority and the practical problem
of enforcement at a time when the United States Govemment was not in control of the states where
most slaves lived, the proclamation was wholly inapplicable to the northern tier of slave states, from
Delaware to Missouri, which had not seceded. Only with the post-war Thirteenth Amendment were
all slaves freed.
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